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INTRODUCIIOH 
This study -was undertaken to add to our knowledge of the following 
questiojas pertinent to the problem of collecting data by the sample 
suxrvey method, 
(a) "yShat is the amount and nature of error in interview data? 
(b) Yihat is the best available sampling procedure? 
(c) By •what method will sample data provide the best 
estimate of state or subdivision totals? 
(d) How does cost affect the design of the sample? 
The agricultural field survey is often used as a means of cbtain-
ing farm facts. In many cases it is regarded as superior to other 
nethods of obtaining data, such as the mailed inquiry or the "cost route" 
(for example). But the field survey as it is ordinarily taken is quite 
unsatisfactory. Although most surveys are samples of some sort, this 
feature is frequently ignored by investigators. On this point the 
Social Science Research Council (1928) states that "little real signif­
icance is given to ,, £8ampling][ at most [experimentstations," This 
is not so much because investigators consider sampling as unimportant but 
that they fail to see that most of their investigations are samples if 
i^jot by design then certainly by their use,^ Before the sampling problems 
^Investigators frequently will select a township or county for study 
because such a small area can be completely enumerated and thus the 
"unreliability" of sampling is avoided. It will usually be found, 
however, that these investigators, unwittingly perhaps, v/ill either 
implicitly or explicitly generalize their findings to include some 
much larger population of which the small area examined is a small 
sample and often a very unrepresentative one at that. 
of surveys can be adequately dealt with, it is first necessary to 
realize their sample character. 
Another weakness of the field survey is that data obtained by inter­
view are subject to errors resulting from imperfect memory, willflil and 
unwillful mis-statements of the farmers and the carelessness or mis­
understandings of the enumerators. These errors have long been realized 
but there appears to be a tendency among many investigators to either 
over- or underestimate their extent and magnitude and as a consequence 
the findings of studies based on suirvey data have frequently been 
wrongly condemned or praised. As a result, the effectiveness ard 
efficiency of the survey method as a means for obtaining farm facts is 
not clear primarily because the method has not been adequately studied 
with these ends in view. 
3. 
EEVIEVir OP LITERATURE 
Bie following review of literature presents only -wdiat appear 
to be the more importanb studies of sampling problems -which are 
relevant to the sampling of socio-economic data, particularly from 
farms. Studies appearing subsequent to the beginning of this in­
vestigation are included if they seem to fit into the general problem. 
The presentation is divided into the four kinds of problems previously 
mentioned# 
(a) Amount and nature of error in interview data 
Three kinds of enumeration errors (errors in interview data) may 
be distinguisheds (a) questionnaire errors, that is, errors resultiig 
from poor wording of the questions (either written or verbal); (b) re­
spondent errors, -aiat is, errors resulting from the failure of the 
respondent's memory to recall events accurately, from willf\il or 
unwillful mis-statements, misunderstanding, etc.; (c) enumerator 
errors, that is, errors resulting from carelessness or lack of skill 
on the part of the enumerator. Errors of the first kind have recei-ved 
considerable attention by persons sampling public opinions or attitudes, 
Blankenship (1940 A,B), Roper (1940) and Gallup (1940) have written on 
the problem of eliminating "loading" and ambiguity from questions. As 
an example the following suggestions for phrasing questions are mde 
by Gallup (1940, p» 101), 
1. The question should be as brief and to the point as possible. 
Long conditional or dependent clauses tend to confuse people. 
2. The words or phrases should be simple and in common day-to-d^ 
use, among all groups in the community. 
3. The questions should not include words which have a strong 
emotional content. 
4. The questions must avoid all possible bias or suggestion in 
favor of or against a particular point of view. 
5. The questions should include all the important alternatives 
which may emerge on a given issue. 
6. 'Where the individual is being asked to choose between 
different alternatives, this choice of alteniatives must be 
given as early in the question as possible. 
7. In cases where the choices in a question are lengthy or 
numerous, it is preferable to list these on a card which the 
respondent can read. The average person is not likely to 
be successful in retaining a long list of alternatives, or 
complex questions, in his mind. 
Little has been written in regard to errors attributable to the 
respondent. The "cash crop bias" mentioned by Sarle (1932) may be 
regarded as this sort of error. Morgan (1938) in a systematic study 
of enumeration errors points out their sources and suggests corrective 
measures. Recently Hopkins (1941) studying respondent errors of farm 
business items concluded they were both random and systematic and 
affect not only absolute values but also regressions. 
Warren and Livermore (1911) suggested that enumerator errors 
could be reduced if enumerators would meet with their supervisor and 
transcribe the day's collection of data on listing sheets each evening, 
\ 
thereby detecting irregularities which can be corrected the next day 
either by phone or re-visit, while the memory is fresh. A large part 
of the success of these pioneers of the survey method in this country 
appears to result from the thoroughness with v/hich their enumerators 
were trained and supervised. The Social Science Research Council 
(1928) made some veiy pertinent remarks on the survey procedures followed 
in the late 1920's and offered some helpful suggestions for controlling 
the more common enumeration errors, 
(b) Sampling procedure 
Although sampling theory is probably as old as statistical theory 
only during the past 50 years has there been much progress in applying 
that theory in the collection of data, Kiaer (1895) of Norway and 
Bowley (1906,1913) of England were the leading early users and 
advocates of sampling for obtaining social and economic data. Renewed 
interest in samplii^ in the 1920's gave rise to a discussion of sampling 
methodology by Bowley (1926) and Jensen (1926 A,B) who were concerned 
mainly with the problem of how sampling units should be selected, that 
is whether purposivoly or by .some scheme of random choice. This 
subject (what is called the two aspects of the representative method 
of sampling) was later studied by Neyman (1934) vAio concluded - with 
Bowley agreeing - that the stratified-random method of selection is 
superior to purposive selection except in what appear to be unusual 
instances, Gini's (1928) sampling of Italy's 1921 population census 
data is a well-ltnown example of the purposive method. 
During the 3.930's interest in sampling methods in this country 
2 
was stimulated by prospects of a sample census, by increased demands 
for data on the part of the new action agencies of the government and 
by the introduction of improved methods of calculation. Some of the 
increased interest of this period can be seen by reading the proceed­
ings of a conference sponsored by the BAE (1936) of the United States 
Department of Agriculture and Iowa State College held at Ames, Iowa, 
• 
to discuss methods of sampling agricultural data. Many of the ideas 
suggested at this conference are still uasdergoing study. 
Sampling progress since Neyman (1934) has been mainly along the 
lines of refinement although some new ideas have appeared. On strat­
ification, Yates and Zacopanay (1935) suggest a convenient method by 
which the efficiency of stratification may be estimated by use of 
analysis of variance calculations. Recently Cochran (1939) presents 
further arithmetical suggestions for evaluating the efficiency of 
stratification, and King and Simpson (1940) and King and McCar-ty (1942) 
have given examples of the effectiveness of geographic stratification 
in sampling agricultural data. 
The kind of sampling unit suitable for sampling socio-economic 
data is more of a problem when the smaller (but more efficient) randomly 
chosen units are used. The sampling unit adapted for this investigation, 
henceforth referred to as the grid method of sampling farms, is mentioned 
^Sample censuses were being taken in Poland [lleyman (1934)1, Bulgaria 
l^derson (1934)J and Sweden j^oijer (l937)j|, 
in some of the papers of the (1936) and appears in Holmes' (1939) 
study. In this case the sampling unit is defined as the farm or 
group of farms -wdiose farmsteads are sitiaated on the selected grid, the 
grid being some multiple or subdivision cf the standard survey section. 
The sampling unit studied by King and Simpson (1940) for sampling 
acreages in crops appears to be similar but there is really an im?-
portant difference# This unit which is defined as -Uiat area included 
within the boundaries of the selected gidd is similar to the "quadrat" 
used by agronomists to sample experimental plot yields and by range 
management investigators to sample plant cover. With this scheme 
farms may or may not be enumerated as complete units according to 
whether or not their land area falls completely within the sample grid. 
Another type of sampling unit which has been used recently is vdiat may 
be called a "random-point" sohom© of selecting the units of obsejrvation. 
The standard survey section in this scheme provides a means for making 
a random selection of reference points (such as the intersect iocs of 
the section's diagonals) in the vicinities of vJiich a specified number 
of farms are designated for enumeration. This scheme was used by 
Finkner et al (1943) and probably was the principle followed by 
Mahalajiobis (1940), The grid ajid aerial grid sampling units if properly 
used are unbiased, but the random^point procedure as it is usually 
followed is inherently biased, . Finkner et al (1943), however, believe 
they have a method of removing this bias by their estimation procedure. 
8. 
Statistical efficiencies of different sizes of sampling \inits 
suitable for agricultural sampling have not received much attention 
until recently. Weyman (19S4) concluded that "it is much safer to 
make, say, 3,000 samplings of small units rather than 30 of larger 
ones, and this is true, -whatever the stratification." Holmes (1939) 
reporting a study of fams in Morrow county, Ohio made by Stephan 
states that "it would require 15 per cent more farms in pairs, and 
94 per cenb more ••• in strings of 8 j^long a roadj to make estimates 
as accurate as those secured by taking individual farms. With strat­
ification -Oiese percentages were reduced to 11 and 64 per cent 
respectively." In his own study of the comparative statistical 
efficiencies of the (i) individual farm, (ii) single-section grid and 
(iii) four-section grid, he concluded that "the differences in accuracy 
between the ... j^ree sizei^ are net highly significant." He does 
not have figures comparable to Stephen's. This absence of size effect, 
he states, "may be due to a high degree of success in stratification" 
and "the differences resulting from the two methods simply indicate 
that year-to-year change is not as highly correlated between neighboring 
farTns as are the absolute figures for a single year." King and 
Simpson (1940) studied the effects of size and shape on the statistical 
efficiency of aerial grids in sampling crop acreages in 19 agricultural 
counties of the North Central Region and concluded that "in the aggregate 
the square unit was more efficient than the long narrow unit" and that 
the single section grid was more efficient than either the four-section, 
sixteen-section or thirty-sijc-section grid. 
Matching or paiidng farms (or grids) may be a means of reducing 
the sampling error when change through time is being measured. It is 
a technique that has long been used, by the BAE in its crop ard livestock 
estimating work. The use of analysis of variance in evaluating the 
sampling efficiency of this method is concisely presented by ¥insar 
and Clarke (1940). 
Double sampling, that is an investigation in which two samples are 
taken, a small one to maasure a hard-to-get character which is desired 
and a large one to measure some easy-to-get second character iidiich is 
correlated with the first. Two kinds have appeared. In the method 
studied, by Neyman (1938) the large sample is divided into groups 
designed to xainiiaize the within-group variation of the easy-to-get 
character. The large sample subdivided in this manner can now be used 
as a stratified population from isftiich to draw the small sample, or it 
can be used merely as a means for weighting the small sample. The 
other method is to use the small san^le to deteirmine the regression of 
the hard-to-get character on the easy-to-get character. The large 
sample may improve the estimated mean of the hard-to-get character by 
providing a more accurate estimate of the mean of the easy-to-get 
character in the regression equation. Watson (1937) used this method 
to improve an estimated mean leaf area of a large batch of leaves by 
double sampling for leaf weight, a much easier character to measure. 
10. 
(o) Expansion or rethods of estimation 
lattle is published vhich is relevant to the problem here. The 
BAE has dons much work in this connection, most of which appeared as 
mimeographed material sent to their state statisticians. They have 
been concenaed mainly with various ratios such as **ratio to lemd", 
"mtio to crop acres", "ratio relatives" Tshich in most instances require 
a base such as the federal or state censuses. Yates ani Zacopanay 
(1935) presented a procedure by istiich the efficiency of the ratio method 
of expansion can be estimated when the control is known without error. 
The case where the control is not knovm without error has been given 
by Cochran (1939) and by Schumacher and Chapman (1942). Procedures 
for obtaining the sampling variance of the case where the control is 
used for weighting subdivisions of tiie sample has been given by Cochran 
(1939) and Hendricks (l94l). Recently Cochran (1942) described the 
conditions under which each of several kinds of ratio and regression 
methods of estimation are most efficient and gives comparisons of their 
relative efficiencies. 
(d) Cost 
The desirability of considering the cost of alternative sampling 
procedures has been recognized for some time by those setting up field 
plot designs. Zacopanay and Yates (1935) considered the problem of the 
most efficient balance between the percentage of an experiment sampled 
and the size of the experiment when the alternative eonounts of work 
involved are taken into account. Watson's (1937) scheme of double 
11 
sampling to estimate leaf areas ms devised to reduce the arduous 
labor involved in measuring areas of leaves -wiien the simpler task of 
•weighting leaves could be partially substituted for it. Neyman (1938) 
in a sajuilar manner set up his double seunpling scheme to determine the 
best use of sampling resources in sampling human populations. The 
problem "with inhich Mahalanobis (1940) was concerned in sampling jute 
in India, was that of determining the best size of sampling unit for a 
1 
given expenditure of svirvey funds. In this connection he presents 
some new ideas on the relationship of statistical efficiency and cost 
to size of sampling unit. Smith (1938) studied the relationship of 
statistical efficiency to size of sampling units used in field exper­
iments and suggested a logarithmic function to describe it. In a 
study on sampling total wheat production. King and McCarty (1942) 
concluded that for a given expenditure it would be advisable to cover 
more of the wheat area by travel and sample fewer fields than they had 
done - a conclusion reached when the effects of cost were taken into 
account. 
12. 
DESCRIPTION OP THE SURVEYS 
To provide tlie data for the investigation, two sample surveys of 
Iowa farms were made during the last 2 weeks of December and the first 
2 weeks of January, 1938-39 eoid 1939-40# The questionnaires used on 
these surveys carried questions designed to give general information 
on acreages and productions of crops; numbers of livestock bought, 
sold and on hand; receipts; expenditures and values of fara land and 
equipment; number of persons moving off and onto fanes; number of 
cattle on feed, sow breeding pleins, scale of living, etc. One of the 
objectives of the surveys was to test the feasibility of securing in­
come information for a calendar year by a single interview, con­
sequently many of the questions were constructed for this purpose. 
Since the buHc of the information from the surveys applies to the 
calendar years 1938 and 1939, it will be convenient to use these year 
numbers to identify the tvro surveys, The sampling procedure of the 
1938 sui^ey was as follows: The quarter-section grid (an area of 
about 1/4 square mile or 160 acres) was selected for the sampling unit; 
the county was set up as the stratum. Townships were selected at 
rajidom from each county - seven from an average size county of 16 town-
ships, and in the saiae proportion for counties of other sizes. 
%ize of county was measured by the total number of agricultural 
quarter-sections it contains. 
13. 
Quarter-sections were selected^ at random from each of the selected 
tonmships - one each from five, two each from the remaining two.® An 
average size county would therefor© have nine quarter-sections selected 
for the sample* The total number of agricultural quarter-sections in 
Iowa is about 219,176. Of these 908 (0,4 per cent of them) were 
selected for the sample. 
The quarter-section grids merely designated the areas in which the 
fi fanns to be enumerated would be found. A farm was enumerated if its 
farmstead was situated mthin one of the selected grids. Pfe,mis were 
enumerated as complete units regardless of the location of their land area. 
The 1939 survey was an integral part of the first survey. Four 
hundred and fifty-two (452) or approximately 50 per cent of the sample 
grids of the 1938 survey were selected for re-enumeration. Four hundred 
and forty-five (445) new grids were selected at random bringing the 
second sample up to a total of 897 grids. Both the old and the new grids 
were selected in the same manner as stated above. The reason for this 
particular sampling design vail be discussed later, 
4 Only quarter-sections situated in an agricultural area were 
accepted. Those situated in incorporated town limits, lakes, 
rivers or national parto were rejected and new^ selections made. 
K 
The selections were made in this manner in order to assure that a 
sufficient number of townships would contain tyjo sample quarter-
sections with farms. This would permit of better estimates of 
quarter-section variance within townships. Later, however, it 
was found that randomizing quarter-sections within counties 
(ignoring townships) wouH have given about the same geographical 
distribution and therefore the above precaution was unnecessary, 
Q 
A tract or tracts of land 3 acres or more under one management 
was considered a farm. This followed the Iowa assessors defin­
ition. See footnote 8 for elaboration on this point. 
14. 
Bmnieration Procedure 
Enumerators were instructed to visit each farmstead situated on 
the selected grids to interview either the operator or whoever might 
be familiar with the farm's business. If no one was found at home 
or if non-cooperation was met, the enumerator was instructed to sub­
stitute the next nearest fam in that vicinity, a record being kept of 
all such oases. 
Instructions for grids selected for revisitation were as follows: 
(a) Change of operator and change in farm acreage were ignored, 
(b) New farms (those appearing since the previous visit) were 
to be enumerated. 
(o) Jferms disappearing were recorded. 
(d) If during the first visit farms were substituted these 
were re-enumerated instead of those for which substitution 
was made. 
Enumerators were in the field during the last 2 weeks of December 
and the first 2 weeks of January. The bulk of the enumeration, however, 
was accomplished during the middle of this period. 
General Discussion on the Questionnaires 
and on Field Operations 
The time required for envimerating the questionnaires was 32 minutes 
for the 1938 questionnaire smd approximately 50 minutes for that of 1939# 
The enumerators felt that the longer questionnaire was nearing the 
maximum desirable for this kind of an inquiry where little was done to 
15. 
acquaint the farmers "beforehand of what was to be asked of them. In 
an opinion poll of the 15 enumerators employed on the 1939 survey, it 
vfas found that they unanimously agreed that letters sent to farms 
selected for revisitation (matched farms) were helpful, (These letters 
were sent out about a week before enumeration began and contained a 
brief statement thanking the farmer for his cooperation last year and 
a statement that we intended to revisit him this year#) Most enumerators 
were of the opinion farmers would appreciate something in exchange for 
their effort - experiment station or government publications, a report 
on the findings of the inquiry, etc. 
Finding the designated quarter-sections in the field was not very 
difficult except in the northeastern section of the state aad in other 
isolated instances. In most of the northeastern counties it was 
found advisable first to visit the county AAA offices where their 
aerial maps were used to secure information such as number of farms, 
if aiay, landmarks, etc., useful to the enumerator. 
16. 
THE DATA 
Usable records -were obtained from 773 farms in 1938 and 782 
fanns in 1939• In the follomng tables are presented state estimates 
for selected items based on data from the two sample suirveys compared 
with figures supplied by the State Farm Census (taken by the township 
assessor)* and Federal Census. 
It can be seen that for some items the sample surveys compare 
quite favorably with other scwrces of data* whereas for others there 
appear to be serious differences. An investigation of this matter 
will be presented below under the topic "Errors", 
Errors Due to the Vagaries of Sampling 
Estimates of the standard errors of the sample means, expressed 
as per cent of the mean, have been computed for a selected group of 
items, on both an individual farm and quarter-section grid basis. These 
appear in Table 5, 
It can be seen that the degree of precision by which various farm 
items can be sampled varies rather widely. For the items in the table, 
relative sampling errors range from 0.7 to 17.1 per cent for the farm 
mean and from 2.4 to 14.2 per cent for the grid mean. Most of the 
more important items, however, are around 3 per cent or 4 per cent and 
are slightly less on sin individual farm basis. 
f 
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Table 1, Estimates of Totals for the State of lona on 28 Farm 
It^s Obtained from Ihree Soureeat (a) Sample Survey, 
(b) lom State gfarm Census and (o) JkMS 19S8 and 1959 
19^-Source of data 1939-Source of data 
Sample : State t i i Sample : State : 
survey®'s census : i suirvey®^: census : AMS® 
(thou- J (thou- t (thou- } (thou- : (thou- : (thou­
sands) t sands) s sands) » sands) : seinds) : sands ) 
1 Land in farms (acres) 34,080 34,403 t 34,080 34,545 
-
1 Acreages (hazrvested) 
i 
: 
1 Total com 10,149 10,270 10,4171 9,272 9,373 9,688 
1 Husked 9,557 9,709 9,844s 8,832 8,943 9,261 
1 Silage 210 233 240: 170 179 194 
1 Fodder 198 211 
- : 160 156 
1 Hogged 184 116 
- : 110 95 -
1 Oats, grain 5,980 5,923 5,972: 4,838 4,973 5,076 
1 Tlheat, grain, winter • • 
1 and spring 635 581 592: 426 389 390 
1 Barley, grain 393 422 447: 587 544 563 
1 Soybeans, grain 331 306 321: 572 539 487 
1 Alfalfa, hay 898 814 879: 845 789 879 
1 Production of crops : 
1 Com, grain (bu.) 455,550 449,509 452,824: 481,353 467,055 481,572 
1 Oats, grain (bu.) 206,753 206,205 209,020s 149,954 154,159 154,818 
1 Ti?heat, grain, winter : 
1 and spring 9,152 9,091 9,284: 6,432 6,726 6,490 
1 Barley, grain (bu.) 12,266 12,831 13,634: 13,540 12,533 13,794 
1 Soybeans, grain (bu.) 6,856 6,462 6,741: 11,738 11,096 10,227 
1 Alfalfa, hay (tons) 1,895 1,797 1,934: 1,636 1,657 1,846 
lUvestock (1/1/39: 1/1/40) : 
1 Horses, all ages (head) 763 723 783: 743 752 
1 Mules, all ages (head) 55.8 47 55: 45.8 Ji 54 
1 Cattle, all ages (head) 4,295 4,001 4,465: 4,721 _h 4,688 
1 Sheep, all ages (head) 1,303 1,229 1,710: 1,105 _h 1,844 
1 Swine, all ages (head) 7,398 6,512 8,179: 10,240 9,651 
1 Chickens (head) 28,661 27,377 30,172: 31,736 27,846 30,930 
1Misce1laneous t 
1 Sows bred or to be bred J 
1 for spring farrow (head) 1,765 1,707 1,64^: 1,608 1,778^ 
1 Number of tractors 122 111 * s 118 «• 
1 Number of autos 189 190 
- : 
1 Number of trucks 20.2 19.8 
- : 25.1 18.8 -
1 Number of radios 158 151 •• : 178 mm -
(unincorporated) area of Iowa only, 
"From the Thirty-Ninth Annual Iowa Yearbook of Agriculture. Figures rounded, 
"Acreages and production of crops taken from Crop Report release of Dec, 19, 
1939. Livestock figures taken from Livestock Report released Feb. 15, 1940. 
^From the Fortieth Annual Iowa Yearbook of AgriIturs. Figures rounded. 
®Same source as (c). Preliminary. 
"Crops and Markets, December, 1938. 
^Livestock Report of Dec. 22, 1939. 
Collection of data on these items was discontinued in 1939, 
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Table 2* Yields of Harvested Crops Obtained from Sample 
SujTvey, State Census and AMS, State of lowa> 






















Corn, bu,/aore 47,7 45.5 46.3 s 54.5 52.0 52.2 
Oats, bu,/ aore 34.6 33,5 34.8 i 31.0 30.5 31.0 
•Wheat, all, bu./aore 14,4 16.4 15.7 : 15.1 16,6 17,3 
Barley, bu,/aore 31,3 29.0 30.4 s 23.1 24,5 23,0 
Soybeans, bu,/aore 20.7 19.5 21.1 s 11.5 14,5 14.1 
Alfalfa, hay, tons/acre 2.11 2.20 2.21 i 1.94 2.10 
Soybeaja hay, tons/acre - - i 2.06 1.50 -
Clover and timothy hay. t 
tojos/aore •• 
: 
1.28 1.05 •• 
^Data from the 1938 survey of 773 farms. 
Crops and Bferkets, Vol. 15, No, 12, December, 1938, 
®Thirty-Ninth Annual Iowa Yearbook of Agriculture (1939), 
*^Data from the 1939 sujrvey of 782 farms. 
^General Crop Report, Deo» 19, 1939, 
^Fortieth Annual Iowa Yearbook of Agriculture (1940), 
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Table 3. Estimates of Selected Farm Receipt Items^ for the 
State of Io\m, Sample Surveys and 1958 and 1959 
t : 
t 1938 t 1939 
Item : Sample « • Sample » V 
; survey i AMS  ^ I survey X AMS® 
: 
« 
(#1,000) ($1,000) t ($1,000) (11,000) 
1. Govenament payments 
• 
22,769 ^ 29,719 
S 
* • 55,214 69,444 
2. Value of home-used livestock: • « 
and livestock products * 33,550 3 24,040 28,365 
S. Receipts from sales oft t s 
a. Cattle, calves, beef : t 
and veal • • 106,088 145,316 t 135,484 161,402 
b. Hogs, pork and lard • 114,553 190,393 t 140,702 167,994 
0. Sheep, lambs, mtton t X 
and lamb i 3,853 9,855 X 5,924 11,051 
d. Chickens t 19,275 I 7,935 17,486 
e. Eggs % 16,509 27,653 t 18,116 23,868 
f. Dairy products 
a 
48,495® 65,928 s 
• • 
51,735® 60,789 
®'Items are not strictly comparable. AiHB figures do not include inter-
farm transactions, whereas the sample survey figures do» The actual 
discrepancies therefore are somewhat larger than they appear in this 
table# Sample survey estimates are based on the raw data - no adjust­
ments for bias have been made. 
Pre liminary • 
®A net figure. Products brought back have been deducted. 
Table 4. Percentage of Iowa Farms in Each Tenure Group; Data 
from the 1939 Sagiple Survey and the Federal Census 
X 
X Sample survey X Federal census 
Tenure group X 1939 : X 
« 
• X 1935 » 1940 
t {%) (fo) 
Owner t 37.3 X 39.2 41.3 
Renter X 50.9 a 49.6 47.6 
Part-oTOier • • 11.3 a 10.5 10.5 
Majoager t 
X 
0.5 a 0.7 0.6 
20. 
Table 5. Estimated Relative Sampling Errors of Selected 
Items on Both a Per Farra and Per Quarter-Section 
Basis, 1938 and 1959 Surveys 
:Individual « Quarter-section 
Item 
t fam basis t 
s t : 
t 1938 : 1939 i 
basis 
1939 
{ % )  
1. Number of smne 3.8 3.0 4.1 
2. Number of horses 3.1 3.4 3.5 
S. Huniber of sheep 14.4 9.6 15.0 
4. Number of chickens 2.2 2.5 3.5 
5. Number of eggs yesterday 3.8 4.3 5.0 
6. Number of cattle 3.6 2.7 4.1 
7. Number of cows milked yesterday 2.5 2.7 3.6 
8. Number of gallons milked yesterday 3.1 3.2 
9. Receipts from dairy products 4.1 5.0 
10. Farm acres 1.9 2.0 3.3 
11. Corn acres 2.6 2.2 3.5 
12. Oat acres 3.2 2.7 3.7 
13. Com yield 1.1 0.7 
14. Oat yield 1.3 1.6 
15. Feed expenditures, farm , 8.6 6.0 
16. Total expenditures, operator 5.2 3.3 
17. Total receipts, operator 5.6 3.3 4.1 
18. Net cash income, operator 5.9 9.0 8.7 
19. Com sealed, operator 13.1 
20. Government payments, fam 4.9 
21. Number of hogs sold, farm 3.4 4.2 
22. Nunibei' of cattle sold, farm 9.1 6.9 
23. Number of hogs bought, fam 17.1 13.9 
24. Number of cattle bought, fam 11.8 10.2 
25. Number of cows milked during the year 2.3 
26. Number of hens and pullets, laying age 2.5 
27. Net income, operator 4.1 
28. Number of persons on fam 3.2 
29, Number of autos 3«0 
30, Number of fanns 2.8 
21. 
In Table 5a are shcfwn estimated sampling errors of the 1938 survey 
on a type-of-farming area basis together with those for the state as a 
•vdiole. Since these sampling errors have been estimated from sample 
data they are themselves subject to the vagaries of sampling. In view 
of this, therefore, differences in estimated sampling errors fimr>T>g type-
of-farming areas may or may not be real differences and mast be interpreted 
with some caution. Some interesting conclusions, however, can be drawn 
from these data. In the following items: nunibers of swine, horses, 
cattle} farm acres, com acres, com yield and feed expenditures, the 
Southern Pasture Area had the highest sampling errors. For number of 
sheep it had the lowest. This is useful information if type-of-farming 
area inquiries are to be made. Under such circumstances samples for 
general inquiries in the Southern Pasture Area should be somevdiat larger 
than those for other areas since many of the important items show 
higher variability there. 
The difference between the two sets of sampling errors is due in 
part to the variations of sampling and in part to a real difference in 
the variabilities of items taken on the two bases. 
If Xg is the sample mean of an item on a grid basis 
is the sample mean of an item on a farm basis 
is the sample meaja of number of farms on a grid basis 
then (1) 
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Table 5a• Estimated Relative Sampling Errors of Selected Items 
from the 1958 Suirvey by !iype-of-farmi)3g Area and 
for "tiie State 
i Standard error as a per cent of the mean 
Item tNortheast! Cash t Western sSouthem: Eastern jState 
} dairy xgrain ilivestookJ pasture*livestooki of 
t area s area i area : area : area jlowa 
» (fo) (fo) (f») 
(itonber of farms) i (141) 
* 
(158) (169) (143) (162) (773) 
Number of smne t 7.2 7.7 7.8 11.3 9.0 3.8 
Nuaiber of horses t 5.5 5.8 5.6 6.3 5.7 3.1 
Number of sheep t 31.8 40.1 30.0 17.6 24.1 14.4 
Number of chickens : 5.8 4.7 4.6 5.8 4.3 2.2 
Number of eggs yesterday J 9.0 8.5 8.8 8.9 7.5 3.8 
Number of cattle » 6.6 6.7 7.8 10.6 8.9 3.6 
Number of cows milked * 
yesterday : 5.5 5.2 7.6 5.6 _ 5.5 2.5 
Miunber of gallons milked i 
yesterday i 6.7 6.6 6.1 8.1 7.2 3.1 
Receipts from dairy : 
products t 6.7 10.8 9.9 9.8 7.5 4.1 
Faarm acres t 4.9 4.1 4.4 7.1 5.1 1.9 
Corn acres 
t 
a 5.4 4.7 5.2 7.8 5.4 2.6 
Oat acres : 5.9 4.8 9.1 9.2 5.9 3.2 
Corn yield : 2.3 1.7 2.5 2.9 2.5 1.1 
Oat yield : 2.8 2.2 2.5 2.2 3.6 1.3 




ator J 11.1 10.0 9.8 10.7 13,7 5.2 
Total receipts, operator t 8.3 a 9.5 10.4 11.2 5.6; 
Net cash income, operator : 8.8 a 15.1 12.5 11.3 5.9' 
Corn sealed, operator t 56.1 19.7 23.9 40.4 28.8 13.1 
Government payments, t 
operator t 13.6 8.7 11.0 10.4 8.9 4.9 
^Kot available. 
Cash Grain Area not included in estimate of variance. 
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Now the -wariances must b© the same in both cases, therefore, 
O'f. (2) 
Xg (xffg) 
<4 -i (3) 
^ g' 
^f 
or Yx„ g 
2 
Vx^ • + 2j>vx^77j (4) 
where V is the relative s-|?andard error of the sample mean 
and I? is true correlation of Xf and ?g. 
It can be seen in (4) that if j? (that is, the correlation of 
item mean per farm with mean farms per grid) is zero then 
2 2 2 
VXg i • Vf^ (6) 
Hence differences in the relative sampling errors of the two 
sets of means are due in part to the relative variance of farms per 
grid and the correlation of item mean per farm with mean farms per 
grid. It cannot be said with certainty, therefore, that the differences 
shown in the table reflect real differences in sampling efficiency. 
More on sampling efficiency will be considered later. The point here 
is merely to note the order of magnitude of sampling errors on both 
farm mean and grid mean basis and to show roughly how they might be 
related. 
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Mathods of Estimating State Totals 
from the Sample 
Only three of the available methods of expansion were investigated 
in this study. Knowledge of the total number of quarter-section grids, 
total land in farms and total number of farms in the state provide the 
basic data for making expansions. In our case the quarter-section 
count can be made from a suitable set of maps (see appendix D, pp. 95 
to 97) and figures on the total laM in farms and total 33umber of farms 
are available in the Iowa State Farm Census reports and the Federal 
Census. With these quantities known it is a simple operation to derive 
estimates of totals from a sample. For example, it has been found 
that there are 224,180 quarter-section grids in rui^l Iowa. Using this 
as a imaltiplier, item means per grid in the sample can be expanded to 
state totals. Similarly, expansions can be based on total farm acres 
or total number of farms. The three methods are presented symbolically 
in the following paragraphs. 
If the total number of quarter-sections in the state is denoted by 
Q, the item mean per quarter-section (given by the sample) by x and the 
estimated state total of the item by X, then 
(Method 1) X s Q3C (6) 
If A is the total acres of land in farms, F the total number of farms 
in the state, a the mean acres in farms per quarter-section and f the 
• 
mean number of farms per quarter-section, then also 




(Method 3) X (8 )  
To shov; the relationships that (methods 2 and 3) have to (method 1), 
these formulas can be writtens 
wherein (methods 2 and 3) "become merely methods for adjusting (method 1), 
according to whether or not the sample deviates from the true values of 
the two characters, farm acres or number of farms per quarter-section. 
(Methods 2 and 3) require that A/^ and P/^ be known fsrom sources other 
than the sample, such as a state or federal census for example. Before 
we can properly determine which of these methods provides the best estimate 
of state totals we should first consider the conditions under which each 
is appropriate. 
The discrepancies in the figures for farm acres per quarter-section 
may be due to any one or moire of the following three causes: 
(a) Bias; for instance, enumerators have failed to account for 
eveiy farm situated on the selected quarter-sections. 
(b) Quarter-sections have been selected which have fewer than 
average number of farms - a chance occurrence of the raJidom 





Table 6. Farm Acres and Mumber of Eanna per Quarter-
Section as Indicated by State Census and Sample 








1958 t 1939 
Farm acres per quarter-section 
: 
t 155.5 ^ 154.5 151.2 
Standard error i (0.23)^ (4.8) 
Number of farms per quarter-section : 0.9159 0.8721 0.8628 
Standard error J (0.010)° 
t 
® (0.022) 
®^1958 report. Figures adjusted to remove incorporated areas. See 
appendix E, pp. 97 to 104. 
Estimated from the first differences of the time series including the 
period 1925-1957. 
®Standard errors vrere not computed for 1958 data. Should be approx­
imately the same as for 1959. 
(c) A variant of (b) isdiere, although the quarters chosen were 
those having the average number of farms situated on them, 
these farms were less than average in size. This also 
could be the result of sampling variation. 
Causes (b) and (c) are probably independent of (a) but are positively cor­
related with each other (correlation of total farm acres by nuidaer of 
farms on quarter-sections was +0.71). Both sample suirveys taken 
individually appear to agree quite well with the state census figure 
for fam acres per quarter in view of the sampling error. Talcen 
together, however, the two suinreys show signs of a downward bias. The 
farms per quarter figures show the same tendency. This was to be 
27, 
7 
expected because of certain decisions governing enumeration procedure. 
We have little evidence on the effects causes (b) and (c) may have 
had on the discrepancies under consideration. The follomng data may-
help to show the information we do have* 
Table 7, Farm Acres per Farm as Given by State 
Censu3^i958 ) and SampT? Survey (1958 
and i959T Data, and Standard Errors 
: 
i State census • • Sample survey 
Item (adjusted) i 
i i 1938 t 1939 
Farm acres per farm 169,7 176.9 175,2 
Standard error - 3,4 3.5 
The sample survey farms appear to be larger than those reporting 
to the state census. Does this mean that the reverse of cause (c) has 
taken place - that quarters having farms larger than average farms were 
selected? Not necessarily. First, because for the sample survey a 
(l) Only those quarter-sections were visited where we had some 
evidence that at least one farmstead was situated on them, the 
evidence being the information available on soils maps nvhich were 
not accurate for the present situation, hence farms -vdaich might 
have been existing on the unvisited quarter-sections were never 
given the opportunity of being counted; (2) if errors are made 
in counting the farms on the visited quarter-sections it seems 
reasonable to expect that they are more likely to be the result 
of farms being overlooked rather than that of farms being counted 
vSiich really were not situated within the confines of the selected 
quarter-seotion . 
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farm -mas defined so as to approximate an operating unit,® and therefore 
would tend to be larger than that of the state census, and secondly, 
because there may be bias arising from the method of substituting fanns 
where information on the originally selected farms were not available. 
However, there is no evidence of substitution bias and there seems to 
be reason enough to believe that the sample suinrey farm size is really 
larger than that of the state census. Consequently, the sample survey 
figures in Table 6 are not directly comparable with those of the state 
census. Our best estimate of average size of farm where a farm is de­
fined as in the sample survey is that indicated by sample sui-7ey data. 
Hence, with no available check-data, we are unable to determine whether 
we are above or below the true value and therefore cause Cc) must be 
rejected because of lack of evidence. Similarly, cause (b) must be 
rejected. 
g 
Although both the state census and sample survey did not include 
tracts of land less than 3 acres as farms, it is not clear how 
state census enumerators consider tracts having complex control. 
For instance, during san^le survey field operations cases were 
found ndiere perhaps a father exercising complete control over 160 
acres, had a son farming an 80-aore tract as his own but who used 
his father's machinery and equipment, lived with his father, and 
perhaps served as a hired hand on his father's farm. In such in­
stances, if no clear-cut transactions were carried on between father 
and son the two tracts were considered as belonging to a single 
operating unit under the joint control of father and son. Frequent­
ly the control of brothers was found to be most easily handled by 
combining all operations into that of one "farm". Cases*where 
tracts would be operated as farms, although no buildings were located 
on them, were not found although several farms were found the oper­
ators of which lived in town. Separate tructs, even if widely sep­
arated, were considered as parts of a single farai if it appeared that 
they were operated as part of a larger enterprise. This is merely 
evidence given to show why the farm defined as an operating unit 
would probably bo larger than the fara as defined by the state census, 
®See pp. 46 to 49« 
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Let us again consider "the discrepancies in farm acres per quarter 
as shoTsn in Table 6, We concluded that at least a part of this could 
be explained as the result of a bias. A comparison of the standard 
errors of these figures indicates that the state census figure is by far 
the more precise (it must be remembered that the use of a standard error 
on the state census figure is a crude one but probably useful in the 
sense in which we shall use it). Total land in farms in Iowa varies 
relatively little from year to year. It seems reasonable, then, to 
accept the state census figure of 155.5 as the best estimate of farm 
acres per quarter-section (for both years - the change is negligible). 
The most reasonable method of adjusting the sample survey data, then, in 
view of the probable bias, is to assume the total discrepancy (for both 
years) to be that of bias, and therefore to multiply (method l) estimates 
•by the factors 155,5/l54.3 or 1,008 and 155,5/151.2 or 1.029 for the 
years 1938 and 1939, respectively (method 2). Since accurate figures 
on number of farms (as defined by the sample survey) are not available, 
we shall not attempt to estimate by (method 3), We shall later consider 
its potential precision, however. 
Comparative Precision of the Three Methods of Estimation 
In the foregoing discussion we were concerned with the discrepancies 
between the two sample surveys and the state census on the quantity, 
number of farm acres per quarter-section, and concluded that iliis could 
well be due to a bias and with this being the case, that (method 2) was 
a proper method by which state estimates could be made. 
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We are concerned now with the problem of determining the variances 
associated -with each of these methods. Approximations are given by 
the following formulas: 
(1) 
+ v£ + Tjf. - 2v V r \ (lO) 
^^2) ^ * ®- 5'axa/ 
^3) 
2_2 Y 2 2 2 \ 
Q X j V 4- v_ + v_ " 2vv^-A (ll) 
V P  X  f  X  f x f  J  
•where v - coefficient of variability a — a standard deviation. 
m mean 
It is apparent that when 
r 
xa 




V • V 
A ^ ^ (12) 
2v V 5r V 
2 2 
V f V 
(13) 
X £ 
the variances of (methods 2 and 3) will be smaller than that of 
(method l). 
Ab a first approxiination, let us assume that the total nujnber of 
farms and total land in farms (F and A) are known without error (that 
is, v| and - O). 
be 
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The variances of (methods 2 and 3) relative to (method l) will 
v^ V 
a 1 f -I - 2 r_„ (14) 
O-*— , V V^ V 
X X (1) 3? 
and 
^2 2 V 
X (3) s 1 f f - 2 f r.,- (15) 
2 —ST xf 
'^X (1) \ 
!I!he reciprocals of these will be a measure of relative precision. 
Taking (method l) as a standard (precision s 100) the relative precisions 
of (methods 2 and 3) were computed for a number of items and appear in 
Table 8. 
It is clear that if total acres in farm land is known, (method 2) 
is in geneired, tlie most precise method of expanding sajnple data. For 
•fcko i-fcoiaa» number of persons on farms, number of automobiles and number 
of chickens, however, (metiiod 3) is best. Unfortunately, the total 
number of farms in a state at a given time is genemlly not known accur­
ately. If we accept rough estimates based on time series data as 
measurements of the precision of these quantities, we find that v^ z 
0.00000225 and v^ « 0.00011264. Inoludii^ those elements of variation if 
in the variances of the three methods we have the comparisons which 
appear in Table 9, 
We conclude from Table 9 that variation in the total land in farms 
from year to year in Iowa does not greatly affect the precision of 
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Table 8» Precision of Expansion (ifethods 2 and 3) Compared 
^th (Method 1) for Selected Items of the~T939 
Survey* Total Land in Farms and Total Number of 
Farms Assumed to be Known Without Error 
t 
s (Method 2) as 
« 
a: (Method 3) as a 
Item : per cent of per cent of 
s (Method 1) t (Method l) 
Com acres, hairvested for grain 382 170 
Number of cattle 234 140 
Oat acres, harvested for grain 220 > 
H\imber of smne 205 148 
Number of hogs sold, 1939 192 
-
Number of persons on farms 181 261 
Number of horses 169 -
Total receipts, operator 156 -
Net income,®' ojwrator 148 106 
Number of automobiles 147 702 
Number of cows milked yesterday 137 
Conitneroial feed expenditures, farm 129 128 
Number of chickens 123 203 
Number of cattle sold, 1939 120 mm 
Number of cattle bought, 1939 113 -
Number of faimis 113 
Receipts from dairy products, farm 112 125 
Number of eggs yesterday 112 mm 
Number of sheep 106 -
Net cash income, operator 103 106 
Number of hogs bought, 1939 102 
^Includes an allovsranoe for changes in imrentory. 
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Tabla 9» Precision, of Expansion (Methods 2 and 5) Compared 
•with (Method 1) for Selected Items of the 1939 
Surnrey. Total Land in Farms and Total Number of 
Pamis Assumed Estimated from Time Series Data 
: : 
i (lilbthod 2) as a: (Method 3) as a 
Item t per cent of : per cent of 
t (Method 1) 8 (Method 
Corn acres harvested 379 146 
Number of cattle 234 128 
Oat acres, harvested for grain 219 -> 
Uumber of s-wine 205 118 
Number of hogs sold, 1939 192 
-
Number of persons on farms 180 208 
Number of horses 169 • 
Total receipts, operator 156 -
Net income,®' operator 148 99 
Number of automobiles 147 367 
Number of cows millced yesterday 137 «m 
Commercial feed expendi-turea, farm •129 122 
Number of chickens 123 168 
Number of cattle sold, 1939 120 
Number of cattle bought, 1939 113 mm 
Number of farms 113 mm 
Receipts from dairy products, farm 112 118 
NUmiber of eggs yesterday 112 -
Number of sheep 106 -
Net cash income, operator 103 105 
Number of hogs bought, 1939 102 -
^•Includes an allowance for changes in inventory 
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(method 2), Variation in total nmber of farms as found by the lOTwa 
state census does have a notable effect on the precision of (method 3). 
Even after allowance has been made for error in estimating the controls , 
total land in farms and total number of farms, both (methods 2 emd 3) 
are usually more precise than (method l), and in some cases these gains 
are rather substantial. 
It is interesting to note that no great improvement can be made 
in estimating total number of farms by knowing total land in farms (the 
increase in efficiency is 13 per cent). This suggests that increasing 
the number of quarters in the sample by 13 per cent would give by 
(method 1) the same precision as the smaller sample using (method 2), 
Measuring Year-to-year Differences and 
Percentage Changes 
We wish to compare the relative sampling efficiencies of two 
methods of measuring year-to-year differences; that is, by samples 
drawn independently each year and by a matched sample. Data for the 
matched sample were provided by those quarter-sections -which were visited 
both years. The problem with which we are here concerned is the estim­
ation of the sampling errors of the year differences which each of these 
sampling procedures propose to iiBasure, The computations can be most 
conveniently carried through in the form of an analysis of variance, 
given in Table 10. 
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Table 10. Analysis of Variance of Swine Inventories 
on 452 Matched Grids 
Source 
t Degrees t 
: of t 
i freedom s 
Mean : Mean square 
square : an estimate 
s of 
Total 903 
Years 1 31,308 
Counties 99 4,979 
Grids within counties 358 3,913 
<4 
Year x  county 99 627 
Year x grids wiliiin counties 352 396 < 
Total number of swine, Jan, 1, 





Difference (increase) 5,320 or 11.8 swine per grid. 
Following the suggestions of Tlinsor and Clarke (1940) vre shall 
assume that the nuniber of swine situated on a given grid for a given 
year is composed of the componentss 
(a) A mean for all grids for all years, 
(b) A deviation due to year, common to all grids, 
(c) A deviation due to county, common to all grids within 
the county but varying from county to county. 
(d) A deviation due to the grid, common to all years but 
varying from grid to grid, 
(e) A residual deviation, affecting each grid independently. 
S6 
Let us denote the variance of components d ajid e, respectively, 
"by Q'g and Oy^. Furthermore let us assume that the deviations d and 
e are independent and random* We wish to draw samples stratified hy 
county which will provide estimates of the population difference between 
two given years. 
Two methods of sampling are to be compared. First, an unmatched 
sample, that is, one in which grids are selected at irandom within each 
county independently in each of the 2 years. The error variance of 
the year difference, per grid, in this case will be given by 
^(4 '•'4a] 
Second, a matched seonple, that is, one in which a single set of grids 
is selected at random within each of the counties and is used for both 
years. The error variance of the year difference, per grid, in this 
case will be given by 
O 2 
The mean squares in the analysis of variance table given above are 
estimates of these quantities wheret 
Mean square of grids within counties is an estimate of 
o 2 t 2 




The comparative efficiencies of the matched versus the unmatched 
asunples for nraasuring year differences (stratified by county) will be 
given by the ratio 
ZO-YB 
mean square of grids mthin counties f 
mean square of Y X S iwithin counties 
2(mean square of Y K G within counties) 
which gives the number of pairs of unmatched grids which are equivalent 
(give same sampling precision) to one matched grid. 
For swine, 
t 0-^s) • S.91St 396 _ 
2 (V.2 
^YG 
In Table 11 comparative efficiencies are shown for a number of 
items. 
It is quite evident that substantial gains are obtained by match­
ing, although much variation exists among items. 
Discussion - a digression 
The analysis of variance set forth in Table 10 contains in addition 
to that Tidaich was just discussed, much interesting information. For 
instance, a simple test of statistical significance is provided by the 
mean squares for years and Y XG within counties. In this case 
F s 31,308 7 396 s 79,06, which for 1 against 352 degrees of freedom is 
38. 
Table 11. ComparatiTe Efficiencies of Matched Versus Urunatched 
Samples of Quarter-Section Grids. 1958-1959 Data. 
t Number of pairs of un­
t matched grids equiv­
Item t alent to one matched 
s grid 
1. Number of farm acres 18.0 
2. Number of com acres 14.6 
S. Number of oat acres 6.6 
4. Number of barley acres 3.8 
5. Nwnber of swine 5.4 
6. Number of horses 10.6 
7. Number of cattle 8.3 
8. Number of sheep 12.2 
9. Number of chickens 9.4 
10. Receipts from sales of dairy products 5.8 
11. Gross expenditures, operator 3.5 
12. Gross income, operator 6.2 
13. Net cash income, operator®- 2.2 
14. Number of persons on farm 12.3 
®^Cash grain area not included. 
highly significant according to Snedecor's F-table. Hence it seems 
reasonable to believe that there has been an actual increase of swine 
during 1938. 
The year county interaction is statistically highly significant 
(P - 627 7 396 s 1.58) •which would suggest that in regard to swine in­
ventories the counties did not hold the same relative positions with 
one another for the 2 years, indicating that components c and b are 
probably not independent. This does not, however, affect the con-
39, 
elusions reached on -ttie comparative efficiencies, but may have some 
©conomio significance. 
Year-to-year changes as percentage changes 
Often the value of an item in one year is expressed as a percentage 
of that of the previous year or seme other base year. In this case 
absolute values for either year are of no importance in themselves. 
If the amount of an item on a sampling unit enduring through time 
is in the initial year and y^^ for some subsequent year then 
Pi a ^ X 100 (16) 
Xi 
where p-^ is the per cent which the subsequent year is of the initial 
year for the given item. For a population of N sampling units 
V* 
P - X 100 where i - 1,2 N (17) 
£*i 
And for a sample of n an estimate of P is given by 
2 y-L 
p - X 100 where i s 1>2 n (18) 
Roughly, the variance of p is given by 
% = (r) »J - (w) 
•vriiich can be estimated if statistics derived from sample data are 
available. The square root of this variance provides a rough standard 
error for the estimated p's. 
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Estimates of changes from 1938 to 1939 have been computed for a set 
of items together with their corresponding standard eirors, and are 
shoTOi in the follomng table accompanied with preliminary and final 
estimates from AMS publications. 
It can be seen from the table that the survey sample was remark­
ably accurate in estimating changes in the important acreage and livestock 
items, in fact more accurate than the preliminary estimates of the ATjSS 
(if its final estimate is taken as the better of the two). Barley 
acreage was difficult to measure as shown by the large standard error 
of its sample estimate. For sheep, chickens, and receipts from dairy 
products the discrepancy between the sample and AMS estimates appears 
to be statistically significant. No reason for this is known. For 
remaining items -ydiere comparable data are available agreement for the 
two sources is apparent. 
Errors 
Data taken by interview and by sample can usually be rightly sus­
pected of containing error of one sort or another. Hb are concerned 
here with the problem of determining the nature and extent of this error. 
Errors in data taken by intearyie-w 
By design, data were collected to test the memoiy of interviewees 
for error. The livestock section in the questionnaire used on the 1939 
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Table 12, Sample Survey Bstimates of Per Cent Changes from 
1958 to 1959 for a tfumber of Items Together With 
Their Standard Errors and Corresponding AIS Prelim-
inary and Final Estimates. Data from 452 Quarter-
Section Grids. State of Iowa, 
s :Standard 
1939 as per cent of 1958 error 
: of 
• A sample 
: Sample : Prelim­ survey 
: survey J inary®" : Final® :estimate 




• 100.8 • 1.1 
2. Corn acres« all harvested • « 91.6 t 93.0 91.3 1.1 
3. Oat acres, grain • • 83.4 i 85.0 84.0 1.5 
4. Barley acres, grain • 137.5 126.0 129.1 12.5 
5. Mumber of STvine «i 136.5 t 118.0 131.0 3.2 




96.0 96.0 1.5 
7. lJumber of cattle % 108.2 • • 105.0 105.0 2.2 
8. Number of sheep i 93.7° • • 108.0 104.6 5.0 
9. Number of chickens • • 109.9 • • 102.6 102.5 1.7 
10. Receipts from sales of « 
• 
dairy products • • 104.9° t 92.2 t 3.0 
11. Gross expenditures, operators 117.0^ t 
s 
t 5.0 
12. Gross receipts, operator® « • 123.sj t 110.9^ • • 5.9 
13. Net cash income, operator® 133.8° : s 7.7 






Prom preliminary reports# 
Crops from December (1940) crop report. Livestock from February (1941) 
livestock report. 
^eviation from 100 not statistically significant. 
Not accurate because of changes in questionnaire design. 
®Cash grain area excluded because of insufficient data. 
Total agricultural receipts to farms (including landlords* share) hence 
not directly comparable with survey figure. 
Probably high. 
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sujrvey was constructed in the much used form -wJierein beginning inventory 
numbers 4- numbers raised and bought + change in inventory numbers could 
be checked on the spot with ending inventory numbers f numbers sold, 
butchered and died. If discrepancies were detected, adjus-tments were 
made in cooperation with the farmer whenever possible. With this kind 
of statement on the number of the several kinds of livestock on the farm 
12 months ago, we had the previous year's statement from the same farmer 
(on the matched sample) on the numbers he had on hand at that time. 
Similar data were obtained on feed stocks except that no cross checks 
were attempted. Farmers were not informed of the test being made on 
their abiliiy to remeufcer, hence some wondered Kifiiy ws were again asking 
for information they had previously given us. The results of this test 
are shown in Tables 13 and 14* 
Ho differences have been detectable among type-of-farming areas. 
Renters show an inclination to be slightly more inaccurate than ovmers, 
which might well be due to the added complexities of rental transactions. 
Vfe conclude that the discrepancies shown in Table 13 represent 
what may be temed memory biases on those items. It is not known how 
consistent these biases might be through time or how different they might 
be if questionnaires wore of different design. As evidence on the effect 
of questionnaire design the data in Table 15 may be considered. 
It appears that the more complete and detailed questionnaire of the 
1939 survey was getting more accurate information than its briefer 
predecessor. In addition to bias there is a large random component in 
the errors of memorj'-. 
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Table 13. Comparison of Inventories (as of Jan. 1» 1959), 
Reported by 596 Matched Farmers on the TvfO Pates, 
Jan. 1, 1958, and Jan. 1, 1959 
• 
i 
s Remembered as a per cent 
Item s of previous report 
t 
1. Humber of cattle, all ages 91 
2. Number of svane, all ages 81 
3. Humber of chickens, all ages 92 
4. Bushels of com, unsealed 92 
5. Bushels of oats 84 
Table 14. Per cent of Farmers by Tenures Iho Have Failed to 
Remember Accurately Their Inventories of a Year 
Ago. (For Only Those Having Reported Some Quantity 
at Either Time.) 
• 
• 
: Tenure group 
Item : s : Part-s All 
:Ovmers s Rente rs: owners jtenures 
(fO (fO (fO {%) 
1. Humber of cattle, all ages 76 79 68 76 
2. Number of swine, all ages 73 82 58 76 
3. Number of chickens, all ages 76 75 80 76 
4. Bushels of corn, unsealed 84 90 83 87 
5. Bushels of oats 70 78 84 75 
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Table 15• Sample Survey Es-feimates of Selected Eoonomlc Items 
as Percentages of the Corresponding AMS Estimates, 
State of Iowa, 1958 and 1959 
Item i 1938^ s 1939" 
^ ^ — m—^—m 
Government payments 77 80 
Receipts from sales of: 
Cattle, calves 73 84 
Hogs 60 84 
Sheep, lambs 39 54 
Chickens - 45 
Eggs 60 76 
Dairy products 74 85 
;?Based on AMS revised estimates. 
Based on AISS preliminary estimates. 
Discrepancies between reports to the totoship assessor and the 
sample survey enumerator 
To test for possible discrepancies between the reports given the 
two data-collecting agencies, sample sui-vey farms were identified in the 
assessor records and the relevant data compared. This was done for 
both 1938 and 1939. Of the 773 sample survey fanns of 1938 only 576 
could be completely identified (those having approximately the same name 
and within 10 acres of the same size of farm). The remaining 197 were 
of two kinds: one, 76 which could not be found listed at all and two, 121 
found listed but having sizes differing 10 acres or more from the size 
reported in the survey. Table 16 summarizes the effect this procedure 
has had on the representativeness of the data. 
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Table 16• Numbers of Sample Survey Farms Tliihioh Could Be 
Completely Matched, Partially Matched and Wot 
Matched at All (Not Found) in the Assessor 
Records, 1958, Given by Tenure Group Tfith Mean 
Farm Size 
s « • t 
Ovmer • • Renter • • Part -owner t All 
Glass J Ave rage J 
% 
sAverage: lAverage: sAverage 
% i size « • : size • • % : size * % : size 
Total farms (773) 36 148 
• 
• 
• 54 191 
« 
3 10 206 
• 
* 
• 100 177 
Completely matched s : • • 
(576) 37 147 • 56 185 * 7 188 • • 100 171 
Partially matched t • « ' t 
(121) 33 193 « • 46 228 t 21 240 • 100 219 
Not found (76) 45 112 46 175 t 9 155 • « 100 145 
t • • 
We conclude that the group of farms for which reports are available 
from both sample survey and assessor, are somewhat smaller than the orig­
inal group. It appears also that there is no significemt difference in 
the proportions among the tenure groups although there is some evidence 
that part-owners reported quite different farm acres to the two agencies. 
However, we believe that this group will be quite useful in an 
investigation of discrepancies in reports to the two agencies. Table 17 
presents a comparison of totals reported by both agencies for a selected 
list of items. 
We see in Table 17 that except for sheep, livestock items are definitely-
biased. As shorm elsewhere (page 17) the sample survey figures agree well 
with AMS estimates and therefore we conclude that it is the assessor who 
receives the understatements. Among other items showiijg a bias is corn 
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yield. We now have some evidence that difference between the sample 
survey and assessor corn yields (see Table 2} are real and not likely 
the result of sampling variation, We present the following data from 
Table Zt 
Year State census (assessor) Sample sui-vey 
(bu,/aore) (bu»/aore) 
1938 46.3 47,7 ±,5 
1939 52.2 54.6 ±.4 
In both years the sample surveys obtained higher yields. No 
data are available for determining -wfaich is closer to the true yields. 
The random errors as measured by the coefficients of variability 
of the differences are indications of the extent of errors in data taken 
by interview. These are the results of misunderstandings, vagu&ness, 
indifference, delibemte misstatement and to a small extent, errors of 
memory (the enumerators appeared at different times - sometimes as much 
as 2 months apart). Except for the last reason both enumerator and 
enumeratee may be at fault. It may be noted that acres in corn is 
quite reliably stated (judging from the relatively low random error). 
Acreage control programs have probably helped to acquaint many farmers 
with their exact acreage in com. 
Bias which may result from sampling procedure 
Enumerators were instructed to visit those farms, the farmsteads of 
which were situated on the selected quarter-section grids. If inform­
ation could not be obtained from any of these designated farms, they 
were instructed to visit the nearest farm as a substitute. Since this 
was a relaxation of strict sampling procedure, made necessary because we 
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Table 17. Summary of Bias and Random Error in the Reports 
of Fanners to the Sample Survey and Iowa Assessor. 





as % of sample 
survey 
i "Random" error 
Bias®' s (coefficient of 
(departure of svariability of 
assessor from :the differences^ 
sample survey) sin per cent of 
in per cent ssample suxrvey 
: mean) 
: i 
t 1938 : 1939 1938 
• • ft 
• • • 
; 1939 ; 1938 : 1939 
Goi*n acres, total 
Corn acres, harvested 
Corn production (bu.) 


















Oat acres, grain 
Oat production (bu.) 









THJheat acres, grain 
T/heat production (bu.) 







- » - 24 
- i - 42 
M ft M 
• 
Barley acres 
Barley production (bu.) 











Alfalfa acres, hay 
Pasture acres, all 
98.6 93.3 
100.7 
- -6.7 - 35 
25 




Cows milked during year 

























^^Differences have been designated a "bias" only when they show statistical 
significance. Blank spaces indicate that no bias has been detected. 
Residual variation after farm differences and bias has been removed. For 
those reporting "some" to either assessor or sample survey - that is, 
those reporting "none" to both assessor and survey were excluded in the 
analysis of random errors. 
°This information was not obtained by the assessor in 1939. 
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were dealing with people, we were interested in getting some idea of 
whether or not this failure to get the original selected farms would 
result in a biased sample. Consequently enumerators were requested to 
record the tenure and sisse of those farms yJiich were not enumerated, 
together with the reason. Both in 1938 and 1939 it was necessary to 
substitute 29 per cent of the farms first visited. The number of farms 
visited but not enumerated, and reasons therefor, are listed in Table 18. 
Table 18. Number of Farms for "Which Substitutions Tfere Made 








ot farms : 
Number 
in group 
I. Operator living on farm -
A. Operator at home 
1. Uncooperative 55 
a. Landlord would object 2 
b. Dislike for AAA 2 
c. Dislike goveiTiment interference 20 
d. Afraid infoinmtion goes to packers 4 
e. Assessor advised against giving 
information 1 
f. Resented being singled out for 
sampling 1 
g. Gave unreasonable data 3 
h. Other, or not given 22 
2. Cooperative, apparently, but 44 
a. Busy 29 
b. Sickness 8 
c. Too difficult to reach 5 
d. Druiik 2 
B. Operator not at home 76 
a. At a sale, in tovm 21 
b. Visiting 7 
c» Vacationing 1 
d. No reason given 47 
II. Operator not living on fann 6 
A. Absentee operator 3 
B. Nobody on farm at present 3 
III. No reason given 15 15 
Total 196 
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In Table 19 are summarized the data from the enumerators* reports 
on the temre and size of the non-enumerated farms together with the 
enumerated farms of 1938 and 1939. 
Table 19» Mumber, Per cent and Size of Farm by Tenure 
Group for the Uon-enumerated Farms of 1939 
and the Enumerated Farms of 1938 and 1939 
Farm group 
: S t 
Owner i Renter s Part-owner t All tenure 
; sAver-: : sAver-j ; sAver-; : :Aver-
No.s fa : age tlTo.j % ; age ;Ho.: % : age jNo.s % t age 
: : size: : : size: : : size: : i size 
« I t : 
Non-enuraQ3ra.ted, : 67 43 163 : 80 51 166 s 9 6 210 sl56 100 167 
1939 s : i s 
Enumerated, 1939 :292 38 154 s398 51 179 t 88 11 221 :778 100 175 
Enumerated, 1938 j278 36 148 j415 54 191 s 80 10 206 :773 100 175 
t t __s ; 
^Four managed farm excluded. 
We conclude from the data presented in Table 19 that no perceptible 
bias on either farm size or tenure is evident. 
Discussion on errors in data taken by interview 
In general, errors due to inaccuracies in the data appear to be 
larger than errors due to sampling (where the sample is of the size of 
the two surveys). Except for the unbiased items, further increase in 
size will scarcely increase the accuracy of sample information. Certainly 
a complete census does not provide accurate information by the mere fact 
of complete enumeration. 
It has been suggested that improvements in the design of the 
questioiiaaire have shovm real increases in accuracy. Better education 
of the enumerators will also help. But there still remains the problem 
of minimizing errors due to bad memory on the part of the interviewee. 
As an experiment, several questionnaires on which beginning in-
ventoides from the previous years' record were posted, were tested in 
the 1939 survey. It seemed the farmers were quite satisfied in having 
the enumerator remind them of the facts 12 months past. Sales vrfiich 
would have othei*wise been overlooked were picked up and any changes in 
farm population, fam sisse, feed stocks, etc., were easily detected and 
checked on the spot. Matching farms without providing the enumerator 
with all relevant previously obtained information resulted in errors 
v^iich are qaite damaging to matched samples where change is being 
measured. In our case probably a good part of our "sampling errors" 
is really variation due to these inaccuracies. 
Further lessening of errors of memory can come from shortening 
the period over which the interviewee is called upon to remember. If 
data are required over a fiscal year, probably more than two visits 
will be advisable. Or perhaps some simple account system could be 
devised by viiich farmers could be persuaded to record certain transac­
tions without much effort. This could be merely a request that the 
cooperating farmer keep transaction slips available for the enumerator. 
Such simple bookkeeping might be offered as a free service for his 
cooperation. Even with all this, hovfever, recalcitrants will continue 
to be a problem# 
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^Effect of Stratification (Complete) on 
Sampling Efficiency 
By stratification is generally meant the division of the population 
under inquiry into two or more parts knovm as "strata"# For instance 
the population of Iowa farms is "stratified" if it is regarded as com­
posed of owners, renters, part-owners sind managers; or as Allamakee 
County farms, Adams County farms, etc. If two conditions can be met, 
stratification can improve efficiency of sampling when an accurate 
estimate of the overall mean is desired. First, strata must be unlike 
(owners as a group must be different than renters as a group in the 
character being measured) and second, the total number of elements in 
each stratum must be known. If these conditions have been satisfied, 
either one of two usual sampling procedures can be adopted. 
If a population is divided into K strata having 
, Ng, • • • , 
sampling units sind 
*^1* **2' *** ' ^ 
standard deviations, the most efficient sample will be composed of 
sampling units from the several strata such that 
ni _ ng ng 
Nin %^K 
where 0^]^ a <^3 s ••• equation (20) becomes 




In the usual case, ytiere the are unknown beforehand, stratified 
samples are allocated according to condition (21), which implies that 
the^^^'s have been assumed equal. This is the case of our sample surnreys. 
We are now in a position to speculate on the merits of both the 
method of the sample surveys (the choice of the county as the stratum 
and the assumption of equal ^ 's) and of alternatives viiich csux be 
proposed. 
The relative efficiencies of stratifications can be obtained directly 
from the mriances within the seveml kinds of strata. Variances within 
township, counties and type-of-farming areas are most easily obtained by 
analysis of variance.^® In Table 20 are presented efficiencies which 
may be expected if the sumrey samples were stratified by township and 
•type-of-farming area or completely unstratified compared with strat­
ification by counties. 
It can be seen that there is considerable difference in the way 
individual items behave but Idiat in general the toTmship is more efficient 
than the larger stratification units. The type-of-farming area is only 
slightly less efficient than the county (indicating a relatively high 
degree of similarity among the counties of which it is composed). With 
no stratification at all the average loss for the items investigated 
amounted to 10 per cent both years. For com yield this loss was a high 
as 31 per cent and 40 per cent. 
We conclude that except for certain individual items, the statistical 
^*^In our case a correction was theoretically necessary because the survey 
samples were not random without restriction. See Cochran (1939). It was 
found, however, that in this case the corrections were so small that they 
could be ignored. 
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Table 20. Relative Effioienoies of Samples Stratified by-
Townships , Type-of-farming Areas and Drawi 
Without Stratification fron the State Compared 
•with Samples Stratified by Counties Suoh as the 
Sample Surveys - 1958 and 1959^ Da^te ' 
(Figures represent per cent efficiencies. Efficiency of 












1. Number of s-wine 104 100 97 
t 
i 110 84 83 
2. Number of horses ^ 105 95 95 « 183 112 112 
3. Number of sheep 54 100 97 97 100 99 
4. Number of chickens 103 95 90 « • 90 112 110 
5. Number of eggs yesterday 105 95 89 • • 129 89 88 
6. Number of cattle 96 97 96 
t 
* 108 99 98 
7. Number of co^ws milked yesterday 78 96 88 : 74 96 80 
8. Number of gallons milked yesterday 80 92 89 s 88 93 80 
9. Receipts from sales of dairy products 78 95 85 s mm - -
10. Number of farm acres 101 101 101 t 73 96 95 
11, Number of com acres 74 92 80 
t 
• 95 92 79 
12. Number of oat acres 66 84 75 105 82 71 
13, Corn yield. 120 83 69 • • 123 73 60 
14. Oat yield 104 91 90 * • 157 92 73 
15. Commercial feed expenditures, farm 291 98 95 • • - - -
16. Total cash expenditures, operator 163 
• 
« 94 103 98 
17. Total cash receipts, operator 191° 106° IO4J t 131 106 101 
18. Net cash receipts, operator 148° 104'' 103° • « 113 101 101 
19. Number of hogs sold - - - 95 85 84 
20. Number of cattle sold -
-
-: 318 103 103 
21. Number of hogs bought m. i. _ 
i 
* « 810° 113 113 
22. Number of cattle bought - - * ft 167 98 97 
23. Number of cows and heifers milked • 
during year 
• r • ."1 mm * 74 99 79 




121° 97 91 
®-Computations on unmatched farms only, therefore independent of the 1938 
sample. 
^Cash-grain area not included, 
°"Kumber of hogs bought" not included in average. 
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gain from geographic stratification is not very large for Iowa except 
Yihen carried to the township. Since there are about 1600 townships in 
the state, this means that complete township stratification would require 
samples of at least 1600 sampling units, and therefore would be feasible 
only for large samples at best, A decision on relative merits of county 
versus area stratification is not directly available. It appears that 
the average loss of 3 per cent or 4 per cent obtained by shifting from 
the county to the type-of-farming area as the stratxim is roughly balanced 
by savings in cost. The two, therefore, should be approximately equiv­
alent for census-type inquiries. The case for no stratification at all 
has no appeal mainly because certain items would be estimated with great 
inefficiency, the savings in cost would not be very much over that where 
type-of-farming areas are stratified and usually information is desired 
type-of-farming areas anyway. 
The 1939-survey data was examined to determine the efficiencies 
available in a stratification based on a fann classification scheme. The 
classification scheme chosen for this investigation was that proposed by 
Jebe (1941). Jebe's scheme grouped farms into seven classes designed to 
bring about the greatest possible degree of homogeneity yd thin classes in 
regard to eight items. A stratification based on this scheme appears to 
provide greater sampling efficiency than one based on the usual five type-
of-farming areas of Iowa. The relative efficiencies of the two methods 
of stratification are shown in Table 20a. The figures given in this 
table represent the estimated efficiency of the fann classification as 
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Table 20a* Relative Efficiency of a Farm Classification 
Stratification by Type-of-faarminR Area, 
State of Iowa, 1939 
Item 
Efficiency of farm class­
ification compared mth 
type-of-farmi33g area takir:^ 
the efficiency of the 









1. Farm acres 
2. Com sales 
3. Cash operating expenditures 
4. Cattle sales ($) 
5. Svdne sales ($) 
6. Dairy products sales 
7. Cash receipts ($) 
8. Net income 
Net cash receipts with adjustment for inventory change. 
compared with type-of-farming area stratification liAiere the efficiency 
of the latter is telceii as 100. In every case stratification by th« 
classification scheme is more efficient. In practice, -however, strat­
ification by some farm classification scheme -would require, if estimates 
for all farms are desired, relatively accurate information on the relative 
sizes of the classes (strata). For similar reasons the sizes of the 
type-of-farming areas must be known with reasonable accuracy. In the 
case of the sample surveys the sizes of the type-of-farm classes were 
not known. We conclude, therefore, that until additioxial information 
is obtained on the relative sizes of farm classes, the type-of-farming 
area (and other geographic strata) is the recommended basis for 
stratification. 
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The possible merits of stratification by tenure group (owner, renter 
and part-owner) were investigated by means of analysis of variance on a 
selected group of items. In Table 21 are presented item means by tenure, 
tests of the significance of their differences and the efficiency of a 
sample stratified by tenure compared with one drawn at random in the state. 
Table 21. Item Sample Means by Tenure and Relative 
Efficiency of Tenure Stratification Compared 
with no Stratification, State of Iowa, 1959 
State mean per fam : 
Item 
:Owners 
by tenure, 1939 
} Rent-J Part- j 




1. Number of swine : 51.2 51.6 62.0 52.6 101.0 
2. Number of horses and mules : 3.74 4.12 4.81 4.06 101.4# 
3. Mumber of sheep s 4.20 5.35 12.2 5.68 100.0 
4. Humber of chickens : 164. 165. 153. 163. 99.6 
5. Number of eggs yesterday : 25.4 22.9 22.3 23.8 99 .6+ 
6. Number of cattle J 25.4 22.9 30.1 24.3 101.6 
7. Number of cows milked 
yesterday : 4.62 4.94 6.02 4.95 100.6 
8. Number of gallons milked 
yesterday s 9.93 10.57 11.70 10.5 99.7 
9. Number of farm acres J 157. 179. 221. 175. 103.©•* 
10. Number of corn acres J 38.3 51.3 62.4 47.7 105.8## 
11. Number of oat acres i 19.3 28.1 29.1 24.9 102.0+ 
12. Com yield per acre s 57.3 53.4 52.9 54.5 102.!• 
13. Oat yield per acre s 32.0 30.8 30.4 31.0 101.2 
14. Net income, operator ($) sl252. 928. 1607. 1128. 103.8 
15. Number of hogs sold t 43.5 42.2 47.9 43.4 99.6 
16. Number of cattle sold : 12.5 7.7 15.1 10.4 100.7 
17* Humber* of hogs bought i 3.9 4.6 3.1 4.2 99.S 
18. Number of cattle bought : 8.3 4.8 11.2 6.9 100.3 
19. Numbei; of cows milked 
during year s 7.0 7.1 7.9 7.1 99.7 
Average 101.1 
•Statistically significant at 5 per cent level. 
••Statistically significant at 1 per cent level. 
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Table 22. Items Having Large Differences Between 
Tenure Groups, 1959 Survey Data 
: 
Mean per operator 
Item : • Part- : All 
• 
• Owner s Renter : osmer : tenure 
number of persons on farms, l/l/^O, 
farm 4.024 4.530 5.034 4.405 
Number of persons born during 1939, 
farm .0445 .1030 .0455 .0742 
Number of persons died during 1939, 
farm .0240 •0352 •0455 .0320 
Receipts from machine work, 1939, 
operator 18.42 43.91 49.23 34.86 
Receipts from labor, non-farm. 
1939, operator 40.59 9.44 12.88 21.67 
Receipts from labor, farm, 1939, 
operator 2.40 11.89 1.51 7.11 
Receipts from "other income"^. 
1939, operator 42,74 20.93 28.92 30.08 
•Includes pensions, income from sales work, etc. 
We note that for the items shown there are few having very large 
tenure differences, and any gain in efficiency by tenure stratification 
is almost negligible. 
There are items, however, where tenure differences are large. As 
an example a few have been selected from survey data and are shown in 
Table 22. 
We conclude that except for some special inquiries, stratification 
by tenure does not promise to be very effective. Furthermore, there 
still remains the problem of determining the sizes of these tenure groups 
before tenure stratification can be used. 
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Efficiency In the allocation of the sampling units between and 
Yfithin counties t incomplete stratification or subsampling 
We wish here to determine the effects on sampling efficiency result­
ing from different geographical allocations of the quarter-sections 
selected for the sample. For example, what efficiency would we expeot 
from the same 900 quairber-seotions if, instead of having 9 selected from 
each of 100 counties, 18 were selected from 50 counties (both quarters 
and counties taken at random). We might also wish to know if sampling 
Table 23. Analysis of Variance of Itoaber of Cattle 
per Fang, State of Iowa, 1958 
: : -
Source of variation : Degrees of : Sum of : Mean 
J freedom : squares t square 
Total 772 382,185 
Type-of-farming area 4 3,708 927.0 
Counties within areas 96 59,345 618.2 
Townships within counties 421 209,527 497.7 
Quarters within townships 101 52,857 523.3 
Farms within quarters 150 56,748 378.3 
efficiency could be improved through the use of various proposed strat­
ification procedures. 
To answer these and related questions, we again find it convenient 
to use analysis of variance procedure. For this, a typical analysis of 
variance is summarized in Table 23. 
We note in the table that excepting the township each geographical 
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unit seems to be contributing variation to the population of farms. 
This being the case quarters and township mean squares for this item 
can be pooled, giving the following analysis of variance. 
Degrees of Mean 
Source of variation freedom square 
Total 772 
Area 4 927.0 
Counties within areas 96 618.2 
Quarters yfithin counties 522 502.6 
inarms vrithin quarters 150 378.3 
Variance of the sample estimate of mean number of cattle -where the 
sample is taken in the manner of the 1938 suirvey Turill be given by mean 
square of quarters vrithin counties divided by total number of farms or 
(vl = r .6502 
Z 773 
The standard error will be \/»6502 or »81 head. 
If number of quarter-sections were doubled within each county, 
variance of the sample mean, or<^^, would be halved (approximately, since 
z 
the number of farms so selected vrould not necessarily be exactly doubled), 
Now if the number of quarters within counties (sampled) were 
2 doubled but the number of counties sampled halved, then(f'-j will be given 
by the fonnula^^ 
(A(O-C) f Be j (22) 
^^This has been derived from the general formula for incomplete strat­
ification of finite populations s 
vdiere k and K. are the number of farms per county in the sample and 
population, respectively. Since K is large (about 2000 farms) then 
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where C s total ntimber of counties in an area (= 20.2) 
o s number of counties in each area selected for sampling (r lo) 
A m mean square "between counties within type-of-farming area 
B z mean square betwerai quarters within counties 
^ ^618.2 (20.2-10) + 502.6 x 10^ 
773 
s .7257 
The relative efficiency of this method with respect to the first 
will be 
cent, a loss of 11 per cent, 
• 7m09 
Computations have been carried through in a similar manner for a 
group of different items, which are summarized in Table 24, 
(Continued) 
j(22,l) becomes / . 
[A (C-O) F Boj (22.2) 
In our case where we are dealing with 5 type-of-farming areas, therefore 
<rf =(|)A (A (<^0) + B°) (22.3) 
z 
but since 5ok s. 773 farms. 
2 _ ( A (O-o) + Bo) 
^ z "  7 7 3 0  
This fonmila will apply only approximately to our case where the number 
of counties vary by area, the number of quarter-sections vary by county 
and the number of farms vary by quarter-section. The approximation, 
however, should be adequate for the purpose at hand. 
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We see that for the items investigated the resulting loss in 
efficiency •would have been on the average 10 per cent in 1938 and 5 
per cent in 1939, the greatest loss being 39 per cent for oat acreage 
in 1938. Apparently no loss would have been made in some items such 
as "total cash receipts" and "net cash income". (Since these efficiencies 
were based on sample data they are therefore subject to sampling var­
iation, Consequently individual efficiencies are to be taken with caution.) 
On the cost side it seems likely that such a sampling scheme would 
reduce costs within counliy about 11 per cent or overall costs at least 
5 per cent. 
This being the case it appears that both sample schemes would 
provide on the average about the same amount of information for the 
money spent. 
In general, if fairly good estimates are desired on each of a wide 
reinge of it^s it appears that sampling counties (that is, taking only 
a fraction of the counties into the sample) is not advisable. For 
income estimates alone it seems that sampling counties would be quite 
advisable under the 1938 and 1939 circumstances. 
Another argument for sanipling counties is that concentrating the 
areas worked permits greater control over the field crew. TlShen complicated 
questionnaires (such as those designed to obtain income) are used it may 
be advisable to have supervisors meet frequently with enumerators during 
^%ased on sample survey conditions: a one-hour questionnaire, $8.00 a 
day salary and expense and 5/ per mile. See pp. 72 to 81 for details \ ^ 
on cost. ! 
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Table 24. Ea-bimated Relative Efficiency (Compared vfith the 
Sample Surveys) by Tjhich Selieoted Items Would Be 
Sampled if Sampling Were Doubled T^ithin Counties 
and the Huniber of Counties Halved* Counties 
Stratified by Type-of-farming Area. 1938 eind 
1939«- Data 
s Relative sampling efficiency 
i(l958 and 1959 surveys - IQO) 
Item s i 
i 1938 : 1939 
^  ^ ^
1. Humber of svdne 99 76 
2. number of horses 85 108 
3. Mumber of sheep 98 100 
4. llumber of chickens 85 122 
5. number of eggs yesterday 87 84 
6. Number of cattle 89 99 
7. Nuinber of covfs milked yesterday 88 . 93 
8. Number of gallons milked yesterday 77 89 
9. Receipts from sales of dairy products 87 -
10. Number of farm acres 103 94 
11. Number of com acres 76 88 
12. Ntimber of oat acres 61 74 
13. Com yield per acre 88 89 
14. Oat yield per acre 77 65 
15. Commercial feed expenditures, farm 92 -
16. Total cash expenditures, opejrator 91^ 104 
17. Total cash receipts, operator 
18. Net cash income, operator 113 102 
19. Number of hogs sold - 76 
20. Number of cattle sold - 104 
21. Number of hogs bought - 123 
22. Number of cattle bought - 97 
23. Number of cows and heifers milked during year 2, 99 
Average 90 95 
®'Computations on unmatched farms only, therefore independent of the 1938 
sample. 
Cash-grain area not included. 
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the survey. Other savings nay be made depending, of course, on 
oirouHistancas of the survey (whether or not photographic maps in 
county AAA. offices are consulted). 
We conclude that for census-type questionnaires (where a variety 
of items are asked for information on each) sampling counties is not 
advisable in Iowa. For an income survey, however, it seems that this 
procedure is advisable for years TiAiich are not too unlike 1938 and 1939. 
If there is uncertainty, the all-county plan is recommended. 
Homogeneity of variances 
It was stated previously that the number of sample quarter-sections 
drawn from each county was made proportional to the total nunfoer of 
quarter-sections in that county. This was done because knowledge of 
the variances within counties or other strata was not available. How­
ever, we now have data Y/hich will provide estimates of the variances 
within some of these strata and therefore we can determine how good or 
hov/bad this and other alternative sampling allocations are or would be. 
We can naw compare the relative efficiencies of stratified samples 
allocated as • n^ ng n^^ 
= H2 ' 
with samples allocated as 
^ = (24) 
"in "K'K 
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Table 25. Estimated Variances of Quarter Sections (on a Farm 
BasiT)' in Bach Type-of-Farmiiig Area and for the 





: live- sSouthernJ Eastern ;State 
• 
« dairy s grain : stock :pasture slivestocks 
1. Number of swine 1938 984 1,584 1,795 1,355 2,563 1,708 
1939 1,926 2,352 2,767 1,967 2,235 2,303 
2. Number of horses 1938 7.98 9.22 9.58 8.70 7.40 8.63 
and mules 1939 5.75 7.73 8.03 6.27 5.39 6.66 
3. Number of sheep 1958 127 1,698 173 1,003 301 690 
1939 764 20 618 209 87 235 
4. Number of chickens 1938 12,212 12,090 7,370 6,858 6,934 9,600 
1939 15,426 14,467 12,663 10,713 5,181 12,043 
5. Number of eggs 1938 665 620 1,028 432 298 761 
yesterday 1939 1,236 690 710 432 412 721 
6. Number of cattle 1938 382 402 514 522 790 523 
1939 312 480 384 306 255 356 
7. Number of cows milked 1938 20.9 11.5 10.9 7.7 13.9 14.1 
1939 23.6 23.5 4.9 6.8 13.3 17.7 
8, Number of gallons 1938 137.2 96.8 49.2 42.7 95.2 86.1 
milked 1939 179.7 93.1 48.5 21.1 77.3 99.9 
9. Receipts from dairy 1938 119,912 127,570 60,400 29,817_ 78,007 94,596 
products - - - - - - -
10. Number of farm acres 1938 8,403 9,929 12,148 21,666 11,728 12,669 
1939 5,559 8,345 15,696 17,052 6,788 10,572 
11. Number of com acres 1938 824 1,668 2,388 1,262 1,069 1,716 
1939 446 993 1,262 946 803 1,043 
12. Number of oat acres 1938 587 1,008 1,585 451 396 949 
1939 390 771 396 392 265 521 
13. Corn yield 1938 194 155 178 172 264 266 
1939 236 171 193 172 214 251 
14. Oat yield 1938 123 106 155 105 217 143 
1939 122 160 209 78 97 167 
15. Commercial feed 1938 10,833 18,688 10,144 24,511 159,917 43,650 
expenditures 1939 - - - - - -
16. Total cash expend­ 1938 899^ 3,683®- 1,634^ 624®- 5,539® 2,597' 
itures , ope rator 1939 1,001^ 4,536^ 4,570^ 2,496^ 2,387®- 3,149' 
17. Total cash receipts. 1938 3,015^ 3,770® 2,429®- 9,961® 4,934 
operator 1939 2,155®- 6,030^ 7,925®- 2,044® 4,77Cf 4,920' 
18. Net oash inooma, 1938 1,148^ 1,406®- 989® 1,585® 1,315 
operator 1939 933®- 2,425®- 2,633^ 612^ 1,784®- 1,729 
19. Number of hogs sold. 1938 - - M - -
farm 1939 1,530 1,814 2,988 1,825 1,658 1,973 
20. Number of cattle 1938 - - - - - -
sold, farm 1939 120 1,991 445 255 232 631 
21. Number of hogs 1938 - - - -
bought, farm 1939 12 80 1,113 84 247 326 
22. Number of cattle 1938 - - - - - -
bought, farm 1939 56 2,132 565 355 68 671 
23. Number of cows and 1938 - - - - - -
heifers milked 1939 41.3 23.1 10.9 11.5 38.8 31.7 
'•(OOO) omitted. 
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For coriTonieiicQ and in order to assure fairly good estimates of 
the CK'S a stratification by type-of-farndng area -mill be considered# 
Again the analyses of variance provide the necessary information. lAlhen 
corrected for county stratification, the mean square for quarter-sections 
within a type-of-farming area is an estimate of the for that stiratum. 
In Table 25 are shown the sample estimates of the population variances 
for each of the five areas and for the state as a v/hole (unstratified) 
for a selected list of items. 
It can be seen that the areas do not have the same relative positions 
("with one another) in regard to variance. No area is consistently high 
or low for all items. There is even a tendency to shift relative 
positions from one year to another on the same item (see number of cattle). 
Allowance should be made for sampling variation, since these figures are 
merely es-bimates of the tme variances. It is interesting to note, 
however, that for this set of items, the Hortheast Dairy and Southern 
Pasture Areas, occur more frequently with lowest variances whereas ISestern 
Livestock and Eastern Livestock are found with highest variances. In 
general, however, there seems little reason for saying that a certain 
area is more variable than another without regard for the specific items 
under consideration. 
Let us say, hovjever, that we are interested in one item in partic­
ular, tiien what (if any) gain is to be obtained by different allocation? 
For example lie t us select sin item that appears to have large differences 
in variances among the areas such as "net cash income to the operator". 
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We have the follomng information, of the type-of-faming area 
populations and of the sample (1939), 
Number of rural farms 






Northeast dairy 39,574 153 121 
Gash grain 38,412 163 183 
Western livestock 44,017 162 218 
Southern pasture 36,935 141 88 
Eastern livestock 41,832 163 172 
State 200,770 782 782 
®T)erived from Iowa Farm Census data. 
If the 782 irural farms draiira for the sample were so allocated among 
the five areas that 
n-1 »2 
a 
n. n, 4 nr 
%^1 ^3^3 ^4^4 
then we should use the values of n shovm in the above table as "Estimated 
n." 
The best estimate of "net cash income to the operator" (mean per 
farm for all farms in the state) would be the weighted mean 
^1^1 ^2*2 %^3 * %*4 *• 
= 
% + % V % + % + Ng (25) 
whera is the moan for farms in area 1, eto. 
Nj is the total number of rural farms in area 1, etc., ajid its 
variance would be estimated by 
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.2 . . , 
" "ElTji (26) 
i = 1,2,...,K 
For ''net cash income to the operator," a£ - 2,079, 
2 ^ 
This is to be compared with the s— which would have been obtained if 
the sample had been drawn at random from each -type-of-farming area 
such that the number of sample farms was proportional to total number 
of farms in each area, ignoring differences^ in theft^'s. In this case 
2 . 
8— is obtained directly from the analysis of variance as the mean square 
of quarter-sections within areas for the state divided by 782. It will 
be found that is about 2,214. The relative efficiency of the two 
kinds of samplings is 
s2 
- 2214 _ 
% 
^ ' 
which indicates that about 6 per cent cein be gained for this item by 
considering variances when allocating the sample within the "type-of-farm­
ing areas. The gain is not large and what is more, it is not a clear 
gain since estimates of Cj-'s were used. Moreover, by allocating the 
sample in this manner some damage has been done to the accuracy of 
estimating other items of the survey. For example, corn yield in 1939 
would have suffered a loss of 7 per cent in sampling efficiency. 
Prom an inspection of the variances of individual items it appears 
then that no great gains could have been achieved through reallocation 
of the sample. 
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The Problem of Maximizing Amount of Information Obtainable 
From a Given Expenditure by Varying Size of the Samp­
ling Unit and the Number Taken 
Up to now v^ere relative efficiencies of alterxxative sampling 
schemes were being compared, we have been usually satisfied with making 
comparisons on the basis of statistical sampling efficiency alone. We 
shall attempt here to investigate the more practical and also more 
difficult problem of deciding which sampling schemes provide the most 
information for the money available. 
For simplicity, the case to be considered here vrill be samples, 
of •wdiich sampling units are of varying size, taken at random within the 
State of Iowa. 
We have the two factors: 
y, the number of sampling units taken 
and, X, the number of farms per sampling unit 
which can be varied independently at will by the sampler. Now both 
sampling variance and cost are functions of these two factors: 
p 
Sampling variance,y s f(x»y) (27) 
T 
Sampling cost, E ^  ^ (x,y) (28) 
2 Out objective is to determine what values of x and y will minimize Q'— 
2 
for a given E, To do this we must first determine, if we can, the 
explicit forms of f(x,y) andp(x,y). 
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A variance function 
If we regard the State of Iowa as composed of Y grids of X farms 
each, then we can set up an analysis of Tariance (on a farm basis) 
as follows: 
Degrees of ISfean 
Source freedom square Sum of squares 
Total Xy - 1 K (XT "^n^K 
Grids Y - 1 A (XY - 1)K - y(X - l)B 
Farms within grids Y(X-l) B Y(X - l)B 
From the table we can write for the grid mean square, 
(XY - 1)K - y(X - 1)B (29) 
A = Y - I 
Suppose now that a sample of y grids was taJcen, then the variance of 
sample mean per fam, T is given by 
2 A (YX • l)li: - Y(X ~1)B (30) 
^ z • W ' Xy(Y - 1) 
•which becomes when Y is large (that is, when grids are relatively 
small), 
2 _ K _ (X - 1) p (31) 
^  -  —  -  • • • • " ' '  f '  D ,  
y Xy 
and in the usual case X is not known but must be estimated from the 
2 
sample, then0"a: must be estimated by 
ai . K - - 1) B 
2 ~ y xy 
How as a matter of fact for a given grid size the numbers of farms 
vary from grid to grid and vdiere the grid becomes relatively small (a 
section or less) some grids will contain no fams at all. Since the 
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number of degrees of freedom associated with the grid mean square 
depends on the number of grids having farms, it will be necessary to 
regard Y and y as the population and sample number of grids having 
farms, and X and x as the population and sample meein number of farms per 
grid having farms. (About two-thirds of quarter-sections and about 99 
per cent of sections have farms.) 
An estimate of K can be obtained from a sample; moreover K is 
independent of x and y and is therefore a constant. B, the variajice 
of farms mthin grids, may or may not be independent of x, although it 
is independent of y» Hhat can we say of the relationship of B and x? 
Our answer is essentially empirical. 
Estimates of B's for the quarter-section, township, county and state 
are available from the analyses of varisince (after proper corrections 
are made). See Cochrein (1939). If the logarithms of these B's are 
plotted against tiie logarithms of the corresponding quarter-section, 
to-TOiship, county and state areas, it will be seen that for a good number 
of items a fairly good linear relationship exists. Smith (1938) found 
that a similar empirical relationship existed between the variances of 
crop yields and plot areas. 
Since it seems to be somewhat more reasonable, mean square distance 
among points vdthin grids rather than area will be used as a measure of 
grid size in this empirical function. Hence we can write 
log B s log + g log d (33) 
or B s c-j^d^ (34) 
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where: o- and g are constants (g is the slope of B on d when 
graphed on double log paper). 
d is the mean square distance among points within 
the grid. 
If a and b are the sides of a rectangle^®, d z Kihen g r 0, 
6 
then B » r K, which would mean that the item concerned is as 
variable in small groups as in largo - that there is no intra-class 
correlation. If, for convenience, we limit ourselves to the case 
^®No reference caja be given for this fomula in the literature. With 
the aid of Dr. C,P, Winsor the formula was developed in the following 
manner: 
In the attending diagram the distance 
between any two points, XQ,yQ and 
in the rectangle is given by 
- Xq)^ f (y^ - yo)^ 
mean for all points is given by 
x_,y 
b b a a 
^  J f f f  " ^^1^0 + xg + yf - Sy^yo f yl)±c^6xQdy^dyQ 
0 0 0 0 
solving. 
a" f b2 
In the case of a square, bra, and therefore da •-
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TNhere grids are square, then (34) can be written in tenns of x, thus^'^ 
B = CgX®/^ (35) 
Vfe can now write (32) in terms of x, y and deteinninable quantities. 
where now 
2 K (x - 1) g - 1 (36) Sr- - — ' ' •' OoX ° ' 
Z - y y 
This then is our function, f(x,,y), the variance function. Let 
us now look at cost. 
A cost function for sample surveys 
If a route connecting y points located at random in a fixed area is 
minimized, the total distance, D, of that route is^® 
. = (3.) 
where d is a constant. 
^"^The intermediate steps are as follows: If a is the side of a square 
X s ka^ and a^ s * 





Since for a square, g 
d s ^  and since a^ s ^  
3 
then d s 
3k 
Now B = CidS can be written _ 
^ B - ci ® 
- 1 3k 
or B « coxS where Co s °1 
^^Pound stated in llahalanobis (1940). 
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This relationship is beised upon the assumption that points are con­
nected by direct routes. In Iowa the road system is a quite regular 
network of mile square mesh. There are very few diagonal roads, 
therefore, routes between points resemble those taken on a checkerboard, 
A test wherein several sets of different members of points were located 
at random on an Iowa county road map, and the minimum distance of travel 
from a given point on the border of the county through all the points 
and to an end point (the county border nearest the last point on route), 
revealed that 
D = d Njy (38) 
•works -well. Here y is the number of randomized points (border points 
not included). This is of great aid in setting up a cost function. 
To proceed, let: 
X - number of farms in a sampling unit 
q - time (in hours) spent on a farm. (This covers total 
time elapsing during the farm visit.) 
w - salary and living expenses (in dollars per hour 
•while -working) 
t 2 average distance between farms within the sampling 
unit (in miles) 
m r cost per mile of travel (in dollars) 
s - average speed of travel (miles per hour) 
y s number of sampling units in the sample 
then the costs at and among y sampling units will be: 
Costs at y Costs among y 
Cost due to sampling units sampling units 
Times enumerating yxqw 
traveling yxtw/s V/ydw/s 
Transpoi*tation: yxtm V ydm 
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X6 Total cost E, therefor® is the sum of these costs or 
E s yxtm + yydrn + yxqw + yxtw/s 4- v^ydw/s 
/ — 
s 3cy(tm + qw f tw/x) 4- d(m 4> •w/s)y2 
putting (tm + qvr f tw/s) s A 
and d(Bi + w/s) s B 
then E - Axy f By^ (39) 
In Iowa, t is approximately a constant having the value 1 mile for 
points randomly selected within the state while d is roughly 232• The 
remaining variables "will depend on the circiamstances of the proposed survey. 
We now have an expression for ^ (x,y) the cost fimction, 
mth si = ^  
 ^ ?— 
and E - Axy f By|, 
s^ can be minimized^"'^ for a given B. 
z 
^®Not to be conl^ised mth total cost of survey. Only those costs largely 
affected by x and y have been considered in this cost function. 
17 The minimum can be obtained by minimizing 
f(x,y)-Mx,y) 
Yrtiich gives two equations, and and a third, 56(x,y) - E to 
^x 5y 
determine the three unkncums: x,y and A . The first two equations are: 
^ zlM 3x 
2)f 
Dy ~ £)y 




Since an algebraic solution of these equations is rather difficult 
•we shall have to adopt a rougher but more convenient procedure of 
determining the best allocation of expenditure by trial and error. 
For investigation -we selected seven sampling units, the individual 
farm and the following six grids: quarter-section, half-section, full 
section, 2 adjacent sections, 4-seotion block and the 36-section block 
(survey township). Assuming (in the cost equation) an s of 30 miles 
per hour, w to be a dollar per hour and q and m given specified values, 
total nuniber of sampling units -vtiich can be covered for a given expend-
18 iture have been computed. They appear in Table 26. 
' (Continued) — 
and when substitutions are made we obtain 
A^-cgxS f ^ -CggxS-l • 02(g-l)xS*'^^ s 0 
•which, reduces to 
y s 
X. 
This equation together with E r Axy + Bya 
provides two equations to determine x and y for the minimum. It can 
be seen that the complete solution becomes rather difficult, 
^®In addition it •was assumed -fchat costs per farm became constant for 
sampling units exceeding in size the 4-section block. This decision 
was made because it was felt that -vdiere the enumerator must travel to 
a town for overnight lodging it -was no less costly for him to locate 
himself at a new sampling unit than return to that being worked "the 
previous day. It can be seen that this holds only roughly but it 






Table 26, Mumbers of Sampling Units Tffliich Can Be Covered, 
Given Several Cost Situations, Two Expenditure 
Levels, and! Seven Different Sampling Units 





Mileage at 2^ / mile : Mileag B at 5;^ / mile 
Sampling unit sof famss : 
sSampling s Length of farm visit : Length of farm visit 
unit" :15 min. :60 min.: 120 min.: 15 min. s60 min. s 120 min. 




1.000: 1644 650 
• 
• 
371 : 1088 517 315 
Quarter-section 0.914: 1745 699 401 : 1140 551 339 
Half-section t 1*828: 1073 392 218 s 764 336 192 
Section 3,656s 624 213 116 : 475 186 105 
Two-sections 7,312: 347 113 60 : 278 102 56 
Pour-sections 14.624: 187 59 31 : 156 54 29 
Thirty-six sections 131.616: 
s 
21 7 4 s 
s 
17 6 3 
B, Total expenditure of $2000 
s t 
Individual farm t 1,000s 4012 1452 
• 
• 
803 : 2886 1223 712 
Quarter-section s 0,914: 4293 1569 871 : 3057 1314 769 
Half-section 1.828: 2494 852 462 3 1900 744 421 
Section 3.656: 1388 451 241 : 1112 407 225 
Tv/o-sections 7.312: 749 235 124 : 623 217 118 
Four-sections 14,624: 396 121 63 : 338 lis 61 
Thirty-six sections: 131,616: 44 14 7 : 38 13 7 
t t : 
®'Computed from the formulas y m ( -B \/B^4- 4ACX 2AX -J 
-b Computed from the sample survey data. 
In Table 27 are shoTwn computed numbers of fams -wfliich can be visited 
for a given expenditure and the corresponding average cost per farm. 
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Table E7« Es-bimated Uumber of Farms "Sttiich Can Be Enumerated 
and Average Cost per Fann, Given Several Cost Sit­
uations, Two Expenditure Levels, and SeTen 
Different Sampling Units 
( 
Expend-t Mileage at Zji / mile t Mileage at 5^ / mile 
iture s Length of farm visit t Length of farm visit 
eoid i 15 min. * 60 min« : 120 min. i 15 min> ; 60 min« t 120 min. 
Samp- : No. sCost : No, jCost : No, sCost : No, sCost : No, :Cost s No, jCost 
ling t of t per t of t per i of^ » per » of t per t of t per : of * per 
unit :fams:fam j farms s farm ifaxTnsjfarm s farms s farm s farms s farm s farms sfam 
A* Total expenditure of $1000 
• 
• I s # : 
I.F. i 1644 $0.61: 650 $1.54: 371 $2.70: 1088 $0.92: 517 11.93: 315 $3.17 
S4 t 1595 0.63: 639 1.56: 366 2.73: 1042 0,96: 504 1.99s 309 3.24 
S2 t 1962 0.51: 717 1.39: 398 2.51s 1397 0.72s 614 1.63: 352 2.84 
S • • 2280 0.44: 778 1.29: 422 2.37: 1737 0.58s 680 1.47: 385 2.60 
2-S : 2538 0.39s 825 1.21s 440 2.27: 2034 0.49: 744 1.34s 411 2.43 
-4-S « « 2739 0.37s 860 1.16: 453 2.21: 2277 0.44s 791 1.26: 430 2.33 



























1.64s 712 2.81 
S4 i 3923 0.51: 1434 1.39: 796 2.51: 2794 0.72 s 1201 1.67t 703 2.84 
®2 t 4559 0.44: 1557 1.28s 845 2.37: 3473 0.58t 1360 1.47: 770 2.60 
S i 5076 0.421 1650 1.21s 881 2.27: 3955 0.49: 1447 1.34s 799 2.44 
2-S : 5479 0.37: 1720 1.16 s 907 2.21s. 4553 0.44; 1585 1.26: 859 2.33 
4-S * 5784 0.35: 1771 1.13: 926 2.16s 4936 0.41t 1657 1.21s 888 2.25 
36-S • 5784 0.35: 1771 1.13: 926 2.16 s 4936 0.41t 1657 1.21s 888 2.25 
• s « • s s s 
B-values were computed for a set of items including both 1938 and 1939 
data, vihere B s o^^d^. Then with equation (32) 
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as a formula by which the relative seaapling eirrors of the various 
sampling units and cost conditions can b© computed. A set of these 
computations appears in Table 28, 
In Table 29 the effect of cost factors on overull sampling 
efficiency of the six-grid sampling units is clearly shovm. Low 
mileage costs, long questionnaires and large total expenditure require 
smaller grids; and conversely, high mileage costs, short questionnaires 
and small total expenditure require larger grids. 
For a sample survey on the expenditure level of the 1938 and 1939 
lovrei surveys (Case Yt $1000, 5^ per mile and 60 minute questionnaire) 
it looks as if both the quarter- and half-section grid would have about 
the same efficiency. For certain administrative reasons (not-at-home 
fanns could be revisited more cheaply and conveniently, an accurate 
detemination of the number of farms on the chosen areas can be made 
more conveniently in the county AAA offices, etc.), the half-section may 
be recommended over the quarter-section as a sampling unit for this kiaad 
of survey. If, hovrever, a much larger sample is taken (greater expend­
iture) then the quarter-section becomes the better choice, (Compare 
cases V and XI, Table 29.) 
It must be remembered that these obsei-vations on the efficiencies 
of sampling units apply only to the case where item means per fanii are 
being estimated. Efficiencies may be quite different in the case where 
item means are being estimated on a per grid basis. 
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Table 28.1, Relative Standard Errors (Per cent of Item Means 
per Farm) Estimated for Samples of Different 
Sampling Units and Taken at Random Within the 
State, 1938 and 1939 
(Case I: Expenditure of $1000, 15-iainute questionnaire and Zj£ per mile) 
• 
• 
: Sampling unit 
Items : : : s : : : 
: I,F.: S4 s Sy; : S : 2-S t 4-S :36-S 
1938 
1. Number swine 2.67 2.82 2.74 2.90 3.36 4.11 9.99 
2. Number horses 1.83 1.93 1.87 1.98 2.27 2.80 6.87 
3. Number sheep 9.61 9.76 8.80 8,16 7.74 7.44 7.44 
4. Number chickens 1.61 1.70 1.66 1.78 2.07 2.57 6,34 
5. Number eggs yesterday 3.17 3.21 2.90 2.69 2,55 2.45 2,45 
6. Number cattle 2,55 2.67 2.55 2.65 2.98 3.62 8,66 
7. Number cows milked 1.98 2.07 2.00 2.09 2.37 2.88 6,79 
8. Number gallons milked 2.34 2.45 2.32 2.39 2.64 3.15 7,17 
9. Dairy product receipts 2.99 3.11 2,93 2.97 3.24 3,79 8,55 
10. Number farm acres 1.54 1.63 1.57 1.64 1.87 2,28 5.58 
11. Number com acres 1.95 2.06 1.98 2.08 2.37 2,87 6,88 
12. Number oat acres 2.36 2.59 2.66 3.05 3.78 4,91 12,76 
13. Com yield .82 .90 .94 1.09 1.36 1.78 4,73 
14. Oat yield ' .84 .88 .84 .86 .96 1.15 2.71 
15. Commercial feed expenditures 6.23 7.06 7.60 9.14 11.78 15,71 43.07 
16. Total expenditures, operator 3.96 4.36 4.51 5.21 6.48 8,46 22.36 
17. Total receipts, operator 3.16 3.49 3.64 4.23 5.29 6.93 18.39 
18. Net cash income, operator 3.54 3.82 3.84 4.26 5.13 6.57 16.82 
Table 28.1. (Continued) 
1939 
Sampling unit 














1. •Number svdne 2.16 2.33 2.33 2.58 3,09 3.92 10,01 
2. Number horses 1.59 1.62 1.46 1.35 1.28 1.24 1.24 
3. Number sheep 6.51 6.82 6.53 6.79 7.64 9.17 21,65 
4. Number chickens 1.68 1.75 1.66 1.70 1.86 2.21 4.82 
5. Number eggs yesterday 2.73 2.88 2.78 2.93 3.35 4.10 9,98 
6. Number cattle 1.98 2.01 1.81 1.68 1.59 1.53 1.53 
7. Nuniber aovis milked 2.05 2.12 1.98 1.98 2.11 2.40 5,09 
8. Number gallons millced 2.30 2.41 2.31 2.40 2.70 3.29 7.71 
9. Dairy product receipts - - - - - - -
10. I'iiumber farm acres 1.57 1.59 1.44 1.33 1.26 1.22 1.22 
11. Nunfcer com acres 1.66 1.78 1.72 1.72 1.92' 2,30 5.25 
12. I'llumber oat acres 2,10 2.35 2.49 2.83 3.61 4.77 13.74 
13. Corn yield .57 .61 .60 .65 .77 .96 2,41 
14. Oat yield 1.33 1.42 1.40 1.52 1.82 2.29 6.07 
15. Commercial feed expenditures - — - - - - -
16. Total expenditures, operator 2.47 2.60 2.50 2.61 2.96 3.61 8.63 
17. Total receipts, operator 2.45 2.68 2.78 3.25 4.05 5.30 14,01 
18. Net cash income, operator 6.57 7.18 7.32 8.30 10.19 13.17 34.24 
19. Net income, operator - - - - - - -
20. Number hogs sold 2.55 2.58 2.33 2.16 2.05 1,97 1.97 
21. Number cattle sold 5.71 6.44 6.87 8.21 10.50 13.94 38,00 
22. Niomber hogs bought 10.05 11.49 12.48 15.22 19.82 26,59 73,92 
23. Number cattle bought 8.90 9.95 10.50 12.40 15.72 20.81 56.42 
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Tablo 29. Sxanmary of Sampling Unit Effioienoies, Mumber 
of Items Most Efficiently Estimated by tliia 
Six-Grid Sampling Units, 19S8 and 19S9 




« Sampling unit 
questionnaire length • • ' « • • * • • 
; S4. ; Sp. : S ; 2-S : 4-S s36-S 
Expenditure of $1000 
I 2;^ / 15 min. 1938 6 10 mm mm 1 1 
1939 8  ^ 1 2 2 
II / 60 min. 1938 13 3 .. — 1 1 
1939 14 2 - 2 2 
Ill ZFI / 120 min. 1938 16 ' mm mm 1 1 
1939 16 mm mm 2 2 
IV 5^ / 15 min. 1938 1 IZI 2-^ 1 1 
1939 4 9 3 2 2 
V 5// 60 min. 1938 6 10 •• mm 1 1 
1939 - 2 2 
VI 5;zf / 120 min. 1938 11-i 4-1- mm 1 1 
1939 12 4 mm mm 2 2 
Expenditure of f2000 
VII / 15 min. 1938 7 9 mm mm 1 1 
1939 8 8 mm mm 2 2 
VIII 2/ / 60 min. 1938 16 «• mm mm 1 1 
1939 15 1 mm mm 2 2 
IX 2/ / 120 min. 1938 16 mm mm 1 1 
1939 16 - - 2 2 
X 5^ / 15 min. 1938 5 11 mm mm 1 1 
1939 6 8 2 •• 2 2 
XI 6^ / 60 min. 1938 IZK St mm mm 1 1 
1939 12 4 mm mm 2 2 
XII / 120 min. 1938 12-1 3-i «• M 1 1 
1939 14 2 mm mm 2 2 
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Efficiency of Incoraplete Matching 
By design the 1939 sample "was half independent of and half matched 
with the 1938 sample# The problem with which w© are here concerned is 
the estimation of the efficiency with which this incompletely matched 
sample estimates item means in 1939 as compared with one which is wholly 
independent. 
Let the value of an item (per grid) in 1939 be related to its 
value in 1938 such that we can express the relationships as 
y r a bx (41) 
where y and x are values of the item for the same grid in 1939 and 
1938, respectively, b the coefficient of regression of y on x and a 
is a constant. 
For the population we can write 
Y B A + BX (42) 
where Y and X are the true means per grid in 1939 and 1938 respectively 
and A and B are the population parameters. After the samples are 
drawn, we would like to know the best possible estimates of Y and X. 
Using sample data alone the best estimate of X is merely the 1938 sample 
sum of the item divided by the 900 grids of which it was composed. 
Let this be T and let the 1938 mean of the 450 matched grids be 5^. 
Furthermore let be the mean of the 450 matched grids in 1939, y^ the 
mean of the 450 unmatched grids in 1930 and y the overall mean of all 
900 grids of 1939. Ordinarily ^  would be used as the estimate of Y. 
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Bat as an alternative, oould be adjusted if 3^ / x suoh that the 
adjusted yjjj, 
fm = ym + ^  ^  (^3) 
2 19 Now the variance of y^, (T—^ is given by 
~ ^ + N (n-3) ^ N 
•'m 
where N s number in the 1938 sample 
n s nmber out of N which were matched in 1939 
(y a ti*ue saiapling variance of the item in 1939 
j? a true correlation coefficient of the population 
The variance ofo-^ is It can be seen that C'—, is less than 
Z 
2 " Cj'— if there is any substantial correlation. Let us assxwne for the 
ym 
moment we have these correlations and therefore adopt y' as the best 
"'m 
estimate of Y from the matched portion of the sample. 
IrTe have nov/ two estimates of Y,y^ and 3^, which are independent of 
each other, representing the two portions of the sample and differing 
in variances. Combining the two for the best overall estimate of Y 
we obtain the weighted estimate (weighted inversely as the variances), 
~ , 2 ^ ^  
O'y + Q-y • 
•'u •'m 
having the variance. 
2 2 
2 u m /.a\ 
^•y = -2 
y-w Q-f. 4. (j-f.' 
^u ym 
19 Developed by W.G, Cochran, It is assumed that N is a small portion 
of the population. 
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The Tariance of the unweighted mean y in our sample is 
2 2 
•JIU 0]|* f • ,Km 
2n 900 
We compare the variance of the two estitaates y and y^ to determine 
relative efficiencies of the incompletely matched sample as compared 
•with an unmatched sample. This relative efficiency is given by 
the iratio 
2 
Relative efficiency = —x 100 
which in our case where both n and W are large and where n r 
2 
reduces to 
4 - /)2 
Relative efficiency s * 100 (47) 
Estimated relative efficiencies on a group of items have been computed 
to show how much the incomplete matching as followed in the sample 
survey has increased efficiency over unmatched samples in estimating 
year means. These estimates appear in Table 30, 
It is clear that estimates of the 1939 means were substantially 
improved by the adoption of the above method of estimation (45)« If 
correlations were perfect (il) the gain in relative efficiency would 
be 50 per cent. 
The question may now be raised, what would have been the best 
fraction to match, assuming that the first year's sample had already 
been taken and that for a given expenditure the best possible estimates 
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Table 30. Relati-ve Efficiency of the Half Matched Half 
Unmatched 1959 Sample Compared with That of 
a Completely Unmatched Sample "When Item Means 
for 1959 Are Bein^ Estimated 















1» Acres in farms 
2* Cora acres, harvested 
3. Oat acres, grain 
4. Barley acres, grain 
5. Kumber of swine 
6. Number of horses 
7. Hum,ber of cattle 
6« Number of sheep 
9. Number of chickens 
10. Receipts from sales of daiiy products 
11. Gross expenditures, operator 
12. Gross receipts, operator 
13. Net cash income, operator 
14. Number of persons on farms 
of 1939 means were desired? The problem here is to determine how a 
given expenditure should be made between n matched and m unmatched 
sampling units, assuming the unit cost of obtaining each is the same, 
The best allocation of sampling resources between n and m 










-0^(1-^) IIn(n-3)-(y (l-f )-v(l-9^) (N-n)(21fa.-31l) 
_ 




2 in m 
then, 
2 
. n .2x _ n (l-p2) + (l-p2)(u-n) (21In-3N) 
-' '' ^ 75:^' #(n:3)4 
But if N is large, Cr^ fairly large and n > 3, 
«2 9 
^ = 1 - -2 
m •' 
and 
m/n - X ^ (50) 
7 
TOien j3- o, m/n s 1, that is when there is no year to year 
correlation matched and unmatched sampling units are equal in sampling 
information - it makes no difference whether matching is done or not. 
WtienjJsil, however, m/n -?•«», which would indicate that no matching 
should be done at all - that only unmatched sampling units should "be 
taken. But (50) is an approximation and appropriate only when N is 
large and n ^3» Actually whenj) s ± 1» n must be two in order that 
the regression can be determined for the adjustment of yj^. Any further 
increase in n would yield no more information, hence all further increase 
in sample size should be with unmatched sampling units. 
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For illustration, m/n values, that is the optimum allocation 
ratios of unmatched to matched, have been computed for a set of items 
shovm in Table 31 • 
Table 31. Estimated Correlation Coefficients and 
Optimum Allocation Ratios of Unmatched to 
Matched Grid Sampling Units for a Selected 
Set of Sample Survey Items 
i 
« • i M _ / ^ . Item i 
« 
r : n " 
• 
• 
1. Farm acres •9724 4.29 
2. Corn acres .9709 4.18 
5. Oat acres .9368 2.86 
4. Barley acres .8763 2.08 
5. Number of horses .9539 3.33 
6. Number of cattle .9415 2.97 
7. Number of swine .9229 2.60 
8. Number of sheep .9590 3.53 
9. Number of chickens .9476 3.13 
10. Receipts from dairy products .9185 2.53 
11. Total expenditures, farm .8736 2.05 
12. Total receipts, fann .9269 2.66 
13. Net cash income, operator .7759 1.59 
14. Number of persons .9612 3.62 
It can be seen that, for the kind of items investigated, roughly 2 
or 3 unmatched sampling xmits should be taken to every one that is 
matched. For this particular sampling problem the half-and-half sample 
is not as efficient as one having a smaller portion matched, regardless 
of T^at the correlation coefficient may be. 
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Let us now consider the problem of determining the allocation of 
sampling units among the three categories of a sample design involving 
incomplete matching: (a) the sample of the first year (b) n, the 
matched sample of the subsequent year and (c) m, the unmatched sample 
of the subsequent year. The problem is to find the relationship vdiich 
N,n and m must hold with each other such that (a) the variance of the 
sample means is the same each year and (b) that the total of N, n eind m 
is a minimum for given sampling variances. • In other words, vdiat is 
the best allocation of sampling resources between and within years for 
this kind of sampling design? 
Algebraically we want these three conditions satisfied: 
(a) sCf— (assuming is the same both years) 
y y^ 
(b) n s mv/l-j'' 
(c) N + n + m minimized for a giveno^— or(y— • 
y y-CT 
2 
, It is assumed here that the population variance, remains the 
same both years, that N is large, that n 3, and sampling units are 
obtainable at equal and constant unit costs. 
Then (a) can be written 
2 2 
N r2 . ^2 , 








f ^ ( i -  f^) . ^  ^ 
. m L m N J 
5^ + </(!- P^) +  
m n W 
which -viAien m v/i^  is substituted for n finally reduces to 
- = -x/l^yT * 
^ (53) 
For several values of j? and for H - 1000, computed optimiun values 
of m and n appear in the following table. 










N 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
m 500 498 443 349 0 
n 500 431 193 70 3 
Total 2000 1929 1636 1419 1002 
"yyherejj s o, m and n need not be 500 each - it is necessary only 
that m + n s 1000, Apparently we can conclude that if item year-to-
year correlations are rather high (and known beforehand) considerable 
gain oan be obtained by incomplete matching in the manner just considered. 
By referring to the estimated jJ's given in Table 31, it oan be seen that 
since year-to-year correlations vary quite a lot among items incomplete 
matching would vary in efficiency according to the item. Farm and corn 
acres would have worked well whereas "Operator's net cash income" would 
have done only moderately so (about 10 per cent fewer sampling units 
being required.) 
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SDlMARr AND CONCUJSIOUS 
1. A number of ths problems of sampling farm facts by means 
of two sample surveys taken in lo-wa have been studied statistically. 
These were essentially problems of sampling efficiency and the detection 
and measurement of biases and other errors in the data, 
2. A sample survey of 800 farms provided estimates for the state 
of lorn \^hich were in many cases as accurate or even more accurate 
than corresponding information provided by the Federal Census, Iowa 
State Fam Census or Federal Agricultural llarketing Service. On the 
other hand, it was found that seme items cannot be accurately estimated 
from a small (800 farm) sample survey, but these items are in many 
cases only of minor importance. 
3. The sampling methods used in these experimental surveys were 
fo^ind to be not only relatively free of bias but also satisfactorily 
efficient, Certain modifications, however, have been recommended. 
Some principles have been suggested for modifying size of sampling 
unit for maximum efficiency when certain cost situations are given. 
Another feature of the san^iling method is that it provides a basis 
for making unbiased estima-bes ot total number of fams and total land 
in farms in any desired area and, therefore, is independent of any 
other source of information. 
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4, It has been found that wide geographical distributio;n of 
sampling units (that is, geographical stratification into small 
areas) substantially reduces sampling error. Stratification by-
tenure group would bring only small gains if any. 
5, A method has been proposed for determining the best size of 
sampling unit for given cost situations and for given expenditure 
levels. It was concluded that the quarter-section grid is an effic­
ient sampling unit under widely varying circumstances. For invest­
igations requiring very short interviews the half-section grid appears 
to have important advantages. For general inquiries (such as the 
census, for example), large blocks such as townships appear to be 
very inefficient sampling units, 
6, Matching samples has proved to be an efficient method of 
measuring differences between years. Compared with samples taken 
independently each year, matched samples are from 2.5 to over 20 times 
as efficient, depending upon the item. 
7» Matching as a special case of double sampling has been in­
vestigated. As an example of this case: A large sample is taken for 
a base year; in the subsequent year a small sample is taken at random 
from the large sample. Precise estimates of the mean of the second 
year are desired. If there are any correlations for items between 
the two years, the estimates for the second year can be somewhat im­
proved over that obtainable from small san^le considered independently, 
Tlttien the relative variances of these adjusted estimates were compared 
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with the unadjusted for a selected group of items, it was found 
that substantial increase in sample information was gained by the 
matching technique. 
8» Sampling errors for a 900 quarter-section sample have been 
found to range from 2*4 to 14.2 per cent of the grid mean, depending 
on the item investigated. Kumber of sheep on farms and number of 
hogs bought were the most difficult to sample (having highest sampling 
errors). Sampling errors ranged most generally from 3 to 4 per cent 
for these samples. 
9. Biases and other errors have been detected and measured. 
The more important biases have been found to be chargeable to the 
\ 
interview method rather than to sampling method. Receipt items were 
seriously biased (as high as 50 per cent). Failure to remember in­
ventories of a year ago accounted for biases of 10 to 20 per cent, 
fieports given the Iowa assessor® for the annual state census were for 
some items quite different than those given the survey enumerators. 
Assessors obtain about a bushel per acre less corn yield than the 
s ample surveys. 
Since -ttiese biases are not removed by taking larger samples it 
indicates that improved accuracy is attainable only by improving one's 
knowledge on the nature and extent of this bias or by eliminating it. 
lie believe that both methods should be tried. 
10• Random variations in the reports given the assessor and 
sample survey enumerators were found and measured. After removing 
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effects of farm and "bias, if any, those variations (considered to be 
more or less random) measured as standard deviations in percentages 
of tte means i^nged from 6 to 88 per cent for those farmers having 
some of the item# If this is really a measure of the random in­
accuracies in interview data then it appears that here is an important 
source of error. The coeffidients of variation of the farm population 
(stratified) from which the survey sample was drawn ranged from 75 to 
425 per cent. It suggests that if attention was given to the 
problem of minimizing these inaccuracies the precision of sample 
estimates could be increased somewhat. 
11, A high degree of constancy has been found in the distribution 
of variance in the farm population, although certain shifts were noted. 
These shifts were such that the desirability of a high degree of 
geographical stratification was mad© even more evident. 
12, The adoption of the methqd of repeated visits during the 
year combined with the use of some simple kind of bookkeeping system 
would seem to hold promise of minimizing some of the more serious 
errors in the economic items. Perhaps only two or three visits during 
the 12 months v/ill be necessary. All pertinent information from 
previous visits should be available during the subsequent visits for 
memory aids to both interviewer and interviewee. 
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